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H. H. SEERLEY 
PRESIDENT IOWA STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 
. 
. . 
. .. 
HOMER HORATIO SEERLEY 
B . Ph. Iowa 1873, B. Di. Iowa 1875, M. A. Iowa 1876, L. L. D . Pe nn. 1898, 
L. L. D . Iowa 1901 
// 2..- E:.. 
It is with extreme pleasure that we, the Normal Eyte staff of 190+-1905, dedicate the 
closing number of our volume to .Homer H. Seerley, President of the Iowa State Normal 
School. He is too well and widely known to need any enconium from us, so we shall con-
tent ourselves with a simple sketch of the life of the man who has built for himself this 
high position and filled it as few others could. 
Born near Indianapolis, Indiana, in 18·!8, he moved with his farmer father to the 
prairies of Illinois in 1852. Two years later the Seerleys crossed the l\lississippi to become 
pioneers of Iowa, and settled near South English in Keokuk county. Here in the winter 
of 1855, the future president of the State Normal School began his connection with the 
Iowa public school system by attending district school. His father as secretary of the school 
board, built the first school house in the district and H orncr ,ms one of the first pupils. 
His education was obtained in the elementary schools of Keokuk county, in the preparatory 
of the state university (1866-1867) and in the collegiate department (1869-1873). He grad-
uated Ph. B. in J 873 and at once began teaching as a career. His public school record is 
as follows: District school (186i and 1871), assistant in high school Oskaloosa (1873-187+), 
principal of high school Oskaloosa (1S74-1875), and superintendent of the Oskaloosa schools 
(1875-1886). His work as a trainer of teachers began in the Mahaska county normal insti-
tute which he conducted for ten years (1877-1886), and which "·as notable enough to call 
attention to him as the right kind of an executive for the Normal School. In 1886 Iowa 
called him to this larger field of action and since then his history has been the history of 
our school. 
T H E PRESIDENT'S COTTAGE 
COR. 24TH AND NORMAL STS. 
461-85 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
1. W. A. McI NTIRE, OTTUMWA 2. JUDGE I. J. McDUFFIE, LE MARS 3. C. H. McNIDER, MASON CITY 4. JOHN F. RIGGS, DES MOINES! PRES. ExoFFICIO 
5. E. H. GRIFFIN, ATLANTIC 6. B. F. OSBORN, RIPPEY 7. ROGER LEAVITT, CEDAR FALLS 
SOUTHEAST CAMPUS 
THE NORMAL CAM,PUS 
(BY J .\NNE'l'TE C.~RPlcNTER.) 
Of the many beautiful lawns in the "lawn-city,· · the most beautiful is unquestionably 
the Normal campus. Forty acres in extent, it has the advantage of size added to the favor-
able conditions that make the lawns of the town near-by famous throughout the stale. The 
smooth green of its sod is broken by t l1e dark n;rving lines of driveways and the varied 
shades of foliage on bushes and trees. Near the front entrance to the grounds the great 
maple tree with its silvery leaves makes a fine contrast with the dark evergreen of the pines 
and cedars scattered here and there over the smooth lawn. Graceful larch and stately elm 
please the eye with their outlines; while fruit trees in the spring. and maples with the fresh-
ness of June and tl1e flaming colors of October, -all in season lend picturesqueness to 
the scene. 
If the breezes are sometimes a little loo fresh for comfort, they remind one that even 
this discomfort could not arise if it were not for the airy location, wbich so frequently calls 
forth expressions of deligl1t over the distant view of fields, ri\er, and gro\eS . If the modest 
village surrounding these grounds is not worthy to be callee! a ' 'city set upon a hill," it is 
at least the setting of an ornament in the form of a campus that is not 6nly satisfyi ng to 
the eye, but dear to the heart of Normalites. 
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NORTH HALL 18~() 
THE ORIGINAL IOWA STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
THE ORIGINAL STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, 1876 
The building shown here and the brick house to the rear, which is now Mr. Robin-
son's home, were built originally for an orphan's home, and used as such for a number of 
years. vVhen the state founded a Normal school here in 1876, the brick house was con-
Yerted into a men's dormitory, accommodating from twenty-five to thirty men. The girls 
roomed in the main building on the second and third floors. There were a few single rooms, 
but most of the girls lived in what were known as section rooms, accommodating eight per-
sons. The beds and dressers were partitioned off at one end, the main part of the room 
then being comfortably furnished with tables, chairs and wha:t nick-nacks the girls might wish 
to add. 
The recitation rooms were the two east ones on the second floor and all those on 
first, except the one now occupied by Prof. Rob. Fullerton, which with nicely carpeted floor, 
a hair-cloth parlor suite, a square piano, and some pictures was known as the reception room. 
The present carpenter room was the kitchen, and the room in which Prof. Hammock now 
holds forth was the big dining room, where three times a day the sixty to eighty students 
met lo discuss oatmeal porridge, roast beef, or "hair oil" pudding. Though these students 
of long ago are out in the business or professional world now, if you listen, yoy can some-
times hear them tell of the mysterious disappearance of a case of canned fruit, or the failure 
of the bell to ring at the required time - clue to the fact that the clapper had gone away 
Yisiting. 
() 
THE STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
AS IT LOOKED IN 1886 WHEN PRES. SEERLEY TOOK CHARGE OF IT 
• IOWA STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 1801 
SHOWING SOUTH HALL, NORTH HALL, SUPT'S. HOUSE AND PRE~IDENT'S COTTAGE 
VIEWS OF IOWA STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
Views of Buildings 
No. 1 General view from the south-
east showing South Hall, Cen-
tral Hall and Auditorium. 
No. 2 View from north-east showing 
Auditorium and Central Hall. 
No. 3 View from south showing Cen-
tral Hall and South Campus. 
No. 4 Gymnasium from south-west 
showing portion of foot-ball 
gridiron and race track. 
JAMES ROBINSON 
SUPERINTENDENT OF GROUNDS 
BUILDER OF CENTRAL HALL, AUDITORIUM AND 
GYMNASIUM 
STUDENTS GOING HOME To DINNER, 12:15 
• 
,, 
J. C. GILCHRIST 
THE FIRST FACULTY, 1876 
COL. J. M. PATTE 
D.S. WRIGHT FRANCES WEBSTER 
THE FIRST FACULTY, 1876 
(BY D. s. WRIGHT.) 
M. \V. BARTLETT 
J. C. Gilchrist, A. :\I., Principal Professor of i\Ietaphysics and Didactics. 
:\I. 'vV. Bartlett, A. 1\L, Professor of Ancient Languages and Natural Science. 
D. S. Wright, A. 1\I., Professor of :\Iathematics and English Literature. 
:\Iiss Frances L. Webster, Teacher of Geography and Histo1·y. 
E. W. Burnham, Professor of :\Iusic. 
Col. J. 1\I. Patte, Steward. 
Principal Gilchrist was elected at the first meeting of the Board of Directors, held 
July 7, 1876. He was a man of large and varied experience in educational work, having 
been successi,·ely a rural school teacher, county superintendent, principal of two state Normal 
schools - one in Pennsylvania, the other in West Virginia - principal of a private academy, 
and superintendent of city schools. He was also widely known as an institute lecturer and 
as a writer upon educational themes. He served the school for ten years guiding it safely 
and successfully through the experimental stage of its history. 
Professor Bartlett was also at the time of his election an experienced and successful 
educator, having filled the chair of Greek and Latin in a m1mber 'of academies and colleges. 
He resigned his position in the institution in 1904, after an incumbency of twenty-eight 
years, to enjoy the retirement and well-earned rest of his pleasant home in Waterloo. In 
1886 he served as president of the Iowa State Teachers' Association. 
Professor Wright was still a young man when elected to a place in the first faculty. 
He had served for four years as president of \Vhittier College, at Salem, Iowa, and he 
resigned his position to accept a chair in the State Normal School. He is the only mem-
ber of the original faculty now connected with the institution. He had the honor of pre-
siding o,·er the State Teachers' Association at the celebration of its semi-centennial anni-
Yersary, held in December, Hl04. 
;\Iiss Webster was a recent graduate of the State Normal School at Pottsdam, New 
)' ork. In 1878 she resigned her position to enter upon the duties of instructor in the State 
.I\ ormal School at Los Angeles, California. After a brief incumbency of this positi ., she 
was married to a banker at 1\Iartinez, California, where she now resides. • 
Prof. Burnham was an accomplished musician. He remained with the school but a 
short time, as the salary that the school could then afford to pay was insufficient to retain 
his services. 
Col. J. :\f. Patte, the steward, acted as business manager of the institution. 
l(J 
THE FIRST GRADUATING CLASS, 1878 
D, K, BOND MAUD GILCHRIST L. E . CHURCHILL R. O. BENTON 
THE FIRST GRADUATING CLASS, 1878 
\Vith what pride and hopes of future success must Prof. Gilchrist have handed lo these 
four young people their certificates of graduation from the Stale Normal School of Iowa! 
And who would have blamed any one of those young people for having been proud of 
membership in that first class? Though all these young people took the Normal course 
\\'ilh the ful l, expectation of leaching, since people changed their minds sometimes in those 
days as well as now, we find but one of them in the profession today. i\Ii ss l\laude Gilchrist 
is now Dean of Women's Dep't in the :\[ichigan Agricultural College at Lansing, i\Iich. 
:\Ir. Bond is a practicing physician in ·waterloo, while :\Ir. Churchill and Mr. Benton arc 
both de1.. ed. 
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MEMBERS OF I. S. N. S. FACULTY, 1~04-5 
ANN A E. l\lcGOVERN, 
Professor o f 1vr ethods, 1885, to-
B. Di. 1879, B. S. 1880, I. S . N. S. 
HO:.\IER HORATIO SEERLEY, 
Principal 1886 87. President, 1887, to-
B. Ph. 1878, B. D. 1875, A. M. 1876, S. U. I. 
J ULIA E. CURTIS, 
Instructor in Yocal and I nstrumental l\Iu-
sic, 18!;8, to-
Graduate Young: Ladies' Seminary, Chica-
go, Illinois, 1880. 
:.\IEL VIN F. AREY, 
Professor of Natural Science, 1890, to 
A. B. 1867, A. 11. 1870, Bowdoin College. 
ABBOTT C. PAGE, 
Professor of Physical Science, 18~0. to-
Ph. ll. 188,,, Yale University, (Sheffield 
Scientific School) . 
ANNA ?-I. BAKER, 
Librarian, I. S. N . S., 189-J, to-
GEORGE W. SA?-ISON, 
Professor Psychology and Didactics, tS!l-t, 
to 
13. S. 1878, M. S. 1881, Simpson College. 
ETTA SUPLEE, 
Supervisor Primary Training Department, 
18H-1, to 
Preparation, Graduate \Vest Des I\ loines 
J-bgh School. and West Des l\loines 
Teachers' Trainrng School. 
ARTHUR \V. RICH, 
Professor of l\ I athematics, I. S . N . S., 189.J, 
to-
Ph. 13. 1896, Illinois Wes leyan Un iversity. 
LEONARD WOODS PARISH, 
Professor of Political Science, J8W:,, to-
A. 13. 1872, A. M. 181!2, Yale University. 
SARA :.\I. RIGGS, 
Professor of Hi story, 18fl~, to-
B. Di. 1885, I. S. 1'. S., 13. L. 1894, ~l ichigan 
University. 
:.\LYRA E. CALL, 
Professor of Latin, 1895, to-
A. B. 18b5, A. M. 1888, S. U . I. 
HENRIETTA THORNTON, 
Professor of Drawing, J8Hf,, to-
Graduate Pratt Institute, 1891. 
CHAUXCEY P. COLGROVE. 
Professor of Psychology and Didactics, 
1896, to-
A. ll. 1882, A. M. 188,,, l'pper Iowa L'niver-
sity. 
ETHEL L. AREY, 
Assistant Librarian, 18fl6, to 
~I. Di. 18!15, I. S . N . S. 
GEORGE W. NEWTON, 
Professor of Natural Science, 18fl(i, to 
13. Di. 18b~, I. S. N. S ., 13 . S. 1887, A. ~I. 
1890, S. U. I. 
EDITH C. BUCK, 
Professor Department of l\Iethods, 1896,to 
A. 13. 1~8Z, A. ~I. 1880, Iowa College. 
F. A. FITZGERALD, 
Instructor Orchestral and Band i\Iusic, 1897, 
to-
Educated by special private teachers. 
WILBUR H. BENDER, 
Supervisor Advanced Training Depart-
ment, 1897, to-
13. Di. 1886, M . Di. 1890, I. S. N. S. B. Ph., 
s. u . I. , 189.'i. 
LILIAN G. GOODWIN, 
President's Private Secretary, Ass't Sec'y 
of Board, J a nu ary I , 1897, to-
ENOLA PEARL PlERCE, 
Professor of Elocution, I. S. N. S., 1897,to-
Ph. B. 1892. Ph. M. 1895, Cornell College. 
JENNETTE CARPENTER, 
Instructor in English, 1898. to-
A. ll. 1885, A. M. 1888, Corne ll Co ll ege. 
ELlZABETH HUGHES, 
Critic Teacher, 1898, to-
~l. Di. 1889, I. S. N. S. 
F. C. EASTMAN, 
Professor of Latin, 18fJ8 . to-
A. 13. 180 I, A l\I. 18U1, Baldwin University. 
Ph. D. 1803, Upper Iowa L'niversity. 
J ENNJE G. HUTCHISON, 
Instructor in Latin, 1898, to-
A. B. 181):l, Buena Vista College, A. B. 1899, 
Chicago University. 
LAURA SEALS, 
Assistant 111 l\lathematics, 1898, to-
ll. S. D. 1887, Kirksville State Normal 
School. 
G. \V. \VAL TERS, 
Professor of Psychology and Didactics, 
181)8. to-
B. S. 1870, l\ f. S . 188~, Iowa Wesleyan L'ni\·,, 
l\It. Pleasant, Iowa. 
IRAS. CONDIT, 
Professor of Mathematics, 1898, to-
A. 13. 1886, A. ~I. 18811, Pat sons Co ll ege. 
LA URA F ALKLER, 
Inst ru ctor in Reading and Elocution, 1898, 
to-
G raduate Kansas City School of Oratory, 
1895. 
HARRY C. CU1L\IINS, 
Instructor in Penmanship and Bookkeep-
ing. 181!8, to-
13. Di. 18!18, I. S. N. S. 
:'IIA'.\llE F. HEARST, 
Assistant in English, I. S. K. S., 1899, to-
B. Di. 188:l, ~I. Di. 18vi, I. S. N. S., 13. Ph . 
1899, s. u. I. 
LOUIS BEGDIAN, 
Professor of P hysical Science, I snn. to-
B. S. 1889, 1\1. S. IHHi, i\1ichigan University. 
EV A L. GREGG, 
Ass istant Professor of English, 1R~l9. to-
Educated at Iowa State College, 1880-82. 
S. F. HERSEY. 
Instructor in Physics, 1899, to 
Ph. 13. 18\l~, Beloit College, Wis. 
CARRIE B. PARKER, 
Critic Te::icher, 18HH, to 
Ph. B. 189:l, Iowa College. 
BERTHA L. PATT, 
Assistant Professor of Drawing, 1Bm1, to-
Student DesZ\loines Academy of Art, 1i,i;g-z-~H . 
CHARLES A. FULLERTON, 
Professor of Vocal l\fusic. 1~00, to-
13 . Di. 188!1, ~I. Di. l~!IO, I. S. N. S. 
RUTH ADSIT, 
Crit ic Teacher, H~Hn. to 
Completed Two Year Special Primar) 
Course at 1owa State Normal School, 18UV. 
CLARA A. DRENNrnG, 
Cataloguer, 1900, to-
:.\IARY E. SDDIONS, 
Professor of Englis h Language and Liter-
ature, H.100, to-
Ph. B. !8Ul, A. 1\1. 1895, Iowa College. 
JOHN B. KNOEPFLER. 
Professor of German. J!)O(), to 
Educated at Milford lnion School, Michi• 
gan, 1869-73. 
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ANNA R. WILD, 
Pres ident' s Private Secretary, August 
1900, to-
Stenographe r in President's Office, Decei 
ber, 18!16, to August l , 1900. 
SARA F. RICE, 
Assistant Professor in History, 1000, to-
A. M. 1000, Coe College. 
KARL F. GEISER, 
Instructor P oli tical Science, 1900, to-
B. S. 1893, Ph. B. 189n, U. I. U., Ph. D.100 
Yale. 
w_ W. GlST, 
Professor of English, 1900, to--
A. 13. 187~. A. 1\1. lb75, D. D., 189~, Oh 
Unive rs ity. 
i\l-ILLICENT WARRINER, 
Stenographer , August 20, 1900, to-
G. B. AFFLECK, 
1 Director of Physical Training. 1001, to-
A. ll. 1897, ~lanitoba University. Y. :II. C .. 
Training School, Springfield, ~lass .. 100 
IDA FEZENBECK, 
Critic Teacher, 1901 , to-
13. Di. 1893, 1\1. Di. 189 1, I. S. N. S. A. 
1900, I. u. 
ANNA GERTRUDE CHILDS. 
Instructor in Voice, 1901, to-
A. M. 1892, Iowa College. 
GR.ACE W. KNUDSEN, 
Professor of Physiography, 190 1, to- . 
Graduate of Teachers' College, Columb1· 
University, 1892. · 
ROBERT FULLERTON, 
Instructor in Vocal l\ fu sic1 1894-7, 1901. to 
B. Di. 189-l , M. Di. 1895, I. S. N. S. 
B. \V. l\IERRILL, 
Instructor on Violin and Director 
chestra, 190:3, to---
Ed uc ated under Private Teachers, Pr 
Andreas l\ loser, and Prof. Dr. Jose1 
J oachim of Royal Conser\'atory, Genna1 
ALl SON E. AITCHISO.l\. 
Ass istant in Geog raphy, 1904, to-
M. Di. 1903, I. S. N. S. 
FRANK D. EA~IAN, 
Professor of Oratory, 190~. to- -
A. 13, 1900, Michigan L1 niversity. 
E:.\L\[A PAFFENDORF, 
Assistant Physical Director, 19(H. to 
Graduate New Haven Gymnastic Scho 
1903. 
HARIETTE EUZABETH Gl:XY 
Director of Kindergarten, H)OJ, to- -
C hicago Kindergarten College, 1~99. Te 
chers' College, 1902. 
C. S. J IA1l:.\IOCK. 
Director of Manual Training.al 901, to" 
'.\rRS. AL:.\IA L. :.\Ic:.\IAI-lOX. 
l n~tructor in Domestic Science. 1004, to 
B .' Ph., 100:!, \Visconsin UniYersity. 
ETHEL LOVITT, 
As!-iistant in Vocal Musi, 
ll. Di. l!l0-1, I. S. N. S. 
E:.\L\L.\ LA:.\IBERT. 
· to- -
Assistant Mathematics, 190~-:-3, 190-l, to 
11. Di. 1897, I. S. N. S. 13. Ph. 1901. !:,. l'. 
RAT RIGBY, 
_ _,:s1stant in Vocal Music, 19D.J, to-
B. Di . 1902, I. S. N. S. 
LORA SPRAGUE. 
Assistant in Piano Department, 190-t, to-
Student at Oberlin, J903---!. 
:.\[ARY C. ZlLLE.l\ , 
Stenographer, 1904 , to 
(. 
BOOKS WRITTEN BY OUR FACULTY 
l\Iany will be surprised to learn what a large list of the leading text books have been 
written by members of our faculty. The following is a complete list up to date: 
ADSIT, RG'l'H :--Exercises in Sense Training. 
BAKER, MARGARET :-Choice Literary Selections; Ruskin's Morning 111 Florence. 
BEGEMAN, L. :-Principles of Physics. 
BENDER, W. H. :-Teacher at Work. 
ENSIGN S. LAURA :-Geography; l\Iethod and ]\fatter; Outline and Note Book 111 United 
States History; Outlines in Ancient and Modern History. 
FAT,KLER, LAURA E. :-Sel<¥:tions for Interpretation and Expression. 
FULLERTON, C. A. :-Choice Songs and Practical Instruction in Public School ::.Iusic. 
GEISER, K. F. :-Redemptioners and Indentured Sen·ants in the Colony and Commonwealth 
of Pennsylvania; Macy and Geiser's Government of Iowa. 
Gn,CIIRIS'l' J. C. :-Iowa, its Geography, History and Resources. 
GrsT, vV. W. :-Lessons in English, Composition, Grammar, and Rhetoric Combined. 
GREGG, Ev A L. :-Studies in English Grammar. 
l\kGovERN, ANNA E. :-Nature Study and Related Literature. 
P.\RISH, L. vV. :-Outline Analysis of history of Iowa, and Civil Government of Iowa and 
the United States; Analysis of Compayre's Lectures on Pedagogy; Outline Study of 
the Constitutions of England, France, and Switzerland. 
RICH, A. W. :-New Higher Arith1l1etic; New Practical Arithmetic; Outlines, Drills, and 
Test Problems in Arithmetic. 
RIGGS, SARA l\I. :-Studies in United States History. 
SEERLEY, H. H. and PARISH, L. vV. :-History and CiYil Government of Iowa. 
SuPLEE, En·A :-Outlines and Suggestions for Primary Teachers. 
WALLBANK, NELLI£ B. :-Outlines and Exercises in English Grammar. 
WHI'l'COMB, S. L. :-Chronological Outlines of American Literature. 
\VR!GHT, D. SANDS :-Drill Book in English Grammar; Exercises in Concrete Geometry: 
Teacher·s Hand Book of Arithmetic; Teacher's :;\[anual of Arithmetic. 
P A::.IPI-ILETS. 
\VALTERS, G. \V. :-The Encl of Education. 
AFFLECK, G. B. :-Iowa Stale !\ormal School Department of Physical Training. 
Heu. \Y. K. :-Chalk-Talk Portfolio. 
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GRADUATES OF I. S. N. S. 1905 
Ai.:Lo, BERTHA. Cedar Falls 
A~rns. STELLA, :\Iuscatine 
ATCHLEY, BARNEY, Hancock 
AYLWOOD, VEvA, Perry 
ARENT. E~nrA, Badger 
AKER. BELLE, Decorah 
Bt:TLER, ]OHN, Cedar Falls 
B.\NGS, CECIL, Cedar Falls 
BATES, LucRETIA, Cherokee 
BR,\KEL. CRACE, Peterson 
BENSON, ANNIE, Faulkner 
BE.\N, EARN£ST . Zearing 
Bi.:TLEH, Ru'fH, Cedar Falls 
lL\CR. EuzABETH. Keokuk 
BECKER, ;\L\THILDE. Ossian 
BR.IDLEY, VERA, :\lason City 
C.,~IPBELL, :\lACY, Pleasanton 
Cot.GROVE, KENNETH, Cedar Falls 
CORREL, FLOE. Adair 
CR.1rG. IRA, Des Moines 
CR.DIER, ALICE, Waverly 
CH,\SE, JuNE, Cedar Falls 
LURR£LC. LE\\'JS, Trae1· 
C.1LKlNS, EUNICE, Carwin 
CcLP, Aou, Paulina 
CHRISTIAN, ;\[ABEL, Scranton 
COLGROVE, JAY, Russell 
C.\STER, :i\IARY, Underwood 
CoRRIG.\N, KATHRYN, New Hartford 
CHA%, BESS, Cedar Falls 
CR.IRY, LucY, Cedar Falls 
Coi.:oEN, :\IARGAR£T, Cedar Rapids 
CLc~rP, INA, Superior 
CcRTIS, EMillA, Cedar Falls 
DRESSER, IvA, Postville 
Dox .\HUE, ]OHN, Patte1·son 
Do11·Ns, :'>!YRA, Cedar Falls 
D.,sH, OcEAN. Brighton 
D.w1s, :\IA uo, Cedar Falls 
DETl\'IL£R, EoNA, Audubon 
E,.1xs, FLORA, Green :i\Iountain 
EAST,rAN, NELLlE. Ogden 
ENSIGN. MARTHA, New Hartford 
FoRo, F. E., Curlew 
FREYERJ\lUTH, EMMA, ?-Iuscatine 
FLYNN, :\!ARY, Belle Plaine 
FR£EllfAN, RosE, Randolph 
F1TZSDI1110NS, EsTER, Cedar Falls 
Fnz, ELrzAB£TH, Panora 
FINCH, LAURA. Aurelia 
FRENCH, SusA, Faulkner 
F.1Rcow. ]ESSIE, Rapid City, S. D. 
Cxrns. SIPIIORus, Curlew 
GILLIN, EnITH, Doon 
CONZALES, J\lAY, Allison 
GoETz, EoNA, Waterloo 
G.\NCHOW, CARRJ£, Cedar Falls 
GRAH.ur. Aue£, Cedar Falls 
GAULT, ;\[YRA, Farley 
HoY'r, J ESSJ£, Webster 
HAYDEN, P£ARL, Wapello 
HOPKIRK, J£sS1E, Ft. :\Iadison 
HAWCK, Ti.:RA, Grundy Center 
HAYES, H. G., Prairie City 
H100LESON, Ai.TA, Rippey 
HoEB£L, lnA, Blairstown 
H .\INES. RuTH, Storm Lake 
J I.\RD£N, NELLIE, :\Iontezuma 
HASKEl,L, NELLIE, Shellsburg 
HENDERSON. CLARA, Lake l\Iills 
HARRISON. GRAc1,, Neola 
HALLOWEU,. VF.RNA, vVaterloo 
H.\NSON, L1LL,IAN, Odebolt 
HrrcHcoci-::, AccusTA, Osage 
lTrAMS, CARRI£, Rowen 
H1cKs, W. S., Creston 
HILDEBRAND, ETTA, West Liberty 
HuLL, ELLEN, Cedar Falls 
I NGERSOU. LucY, Boone 
]ONES, THOMAS, Crescoe 
]OIINSON. AusT1N, Slater 
JOHNSON, DALLAS, Gilman 
JonNSON, LEAH, Webster City 
JENNESS, KATHERJNE, \,\Taterloo 
JOHNSON, ]Aeon, Dike 
JOHNSON, Cr.ARA, Agency 
JENNINGS, W1NAFRED, Cedar Falls 
JOHNSON, EoA, Bancroft 
K1NSLEY, LucY, l\IcGregor 
KNIPE, CARRIE, New Hartford 
KRAUS£, CLARA, Garwin 
KIEFF.R, GLADYS, Hazleton 
KAYE, GLADYS, Calmar 
LELAND, RAYMOND, Cedar Falls 
LOOMIS, j\lAYE, Cedar Falls 
LESTER. J r.ssrn, Villisca 
LONGMAN, EFFrn, ;\lissouri Valley 
LITTLE, J ESSJ 8, Independence 
LEARY, lvA, Riceville 
LAMBERTY, L1zz1£, Le :\Iars 
L1NoBERG, ANNA. Cherokee 
LEWIS, HELEN, Oelwein 
LowE, ALOR,\, Humeston/ 
McC\FFRf.E, J\L'\E, Cedar alls 
:\IoRSE, KATE, Grinnell 
:\lrLLER, WALTER, Waterloo 
:\IrLLER, AMY, Cedar Falls 
:\IATHER, :\IAE, Boone ......_, 
:\IAUI.SBY, W. L., :\farshalltown 
:\IcILRAVY, DAVID, RiceYillc 
;\L\GEE E. E., Dunkerton 
:\lANN, ALVERlA, Brighton 
;\[EAD, CLARA, Ashton 
;\[cKoNE, G£RTRUDE, Lawler 
:\IooR8, A. W., Norway 
:\!£YER, ALBERT, Oelwein 
McINTYRE, AuLORA, Lenox 
McKINNON, ANNE, Aurelia 
:\!ERNER, STELLA, Cedar Falls 
11TDDLETON, JENNIE, Eagle Grove 
:\IcCuLLOUGH, NORA, Griswold 
NELSON, BLANCHE, Des l\Ioines 
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NF.wTON, ELIZABETH, Newell 
NF.wco~rn, R. E ., Jesup 
OTTILIE. W. A., Lester 
OGlll-:N, HARRY, Williamsburg 
PARKER, CLARENCE, Cedar Falls 
PETERS, CARRIE, Remsen 
P.\RlSII, j\[ABEL, Cedar Falls 
PARISH, AR18r,, Cedar Falls 
POLLOCK, NELLIE. Dennison 
RANN£Y. LEO, New Hartford 
RuGGJ,ES, C. 0., Winfield 
RUMMEi,, D. H., Olin 
RAU'H, J. 0., Carroll 
R0Yc1,, LucY, Cedar Falls 
R1,NNE, BJ,ANCHE, N eyada 
Rou,ER, EFFJE, North English 
RoGERS, GRACE, Cedar Falls 
R ,\THBUN, ANNA, :\larion 
REICHART, A1,M,1, Elgin 
SHAW, Io,1, Washington 
SINN, Ev.1, Clarinda 
STE\\'AR'J', FRF.D, Cedar Fall s 
STERR, LYDLI, New Hampton 
SxrTER'l'H\\' .\ l'l'E, G., :\It . Pleasant 
SPECHT, lo,\, Rockwell 
STRUBLF., j\LIRGARET, Le :\[ars 
SP.\NGLER, KATHERINE, Anita 
STRAWN, FAY, Cedar Falls 
SWANSON, LENA, Cornell 
s~1.I'l'II, CRACE, Iowa Falls 
STERRETT, NELur., :\Iarion 
SCHf,RGER, EDNA, Blairstown 
ST1cH-l'ER. KATHF.RINE, vVashington 
STUART, PANSY, Dows 
TA Yr.OR, ADELLA, Auburn 
TOMPKINS. NEurn, Cedar Falls 
TowLF., LEONARD, Lansing 
TRF..~T, CORDELIA, Spencer 
THA'l'CIIER, EoNA, Zearing 
VANNEST, ;\[1NNlE, Oskaloosa 
\VAi,KER, EDNA, Cedar Falls 
ETHEL, W., Le l\Iars 
vVALTERS, ;\L\RY, Cedar Falls 
vVrn;>L8Y, ETT,\, Crawfordsville 
vVE1SBARo, EFnE, Cedar Falls 
WINcH.1,r.1,, LOIS, :i\larble 1-:>ck 
vVEEER, GEO. Wapello 
vVE'l'ZEL, B1,ULAH, Traer 
vV1sE, NHL, Cedar Falls 
vVHEELER, FORREST, Cedar Falls 
WJLKJNSON, LEvr, West Liberty 
vVR~GH'l', JosEPH. Cedar F,Jls 
W1~soN, STARR, Farnhamville 
WRJ\ Y, ANDRt'.W, Aredale 
WH;I'l'E, VIRGINIA. Olin 
vVY.ANT, ETH.EC, Ligourney 
WA'l'SON, Lou1sE. Boone 
YouNKER, ETTA, Cedar Falls 
Y8AGER, W. S., Agency 
YotJNG, DAI.MA, Jefferson 
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THE NORMAL TRAINING SCHOOL 
(BY WILBUR H. BENDER.) 
The purpose here is to gi,·e training in the art of teaching 111 the primary, grammar 
grades and high school, to candidates for Normal school graduation. This is done through 
regular illustrative teaching, observed by the student, by individual and class conferences 
with these same persons, and by class room teaching by the student himself. Each senior 
is in contact with some form of the aboYe work a part of the time each week for one or 
two years, according to the length of course taken in the Normal School. 
The department is organized in three divisions-preparatory section, grammar grades 
and primary. In these three schools there is an average of about two hundred and forty 
pupils per term. To look after the interests of these pupils and to direct the work of the 
students in training, the State supplies the following instructors: 
1. Four regular critic teachers. The work of these persons 1s divided on the depart-
mental plan. One has all the languages and reading. Another has charge of history, geog-
raphy and the sciences. The third gives attention to mathematics, drawing, and penmanship: 
the fourth to all primary subjects. They give illustrative teaching, read plans of student 
teachers, direct the teaching of the student, and hold individual and class conferences in 
their respective lines. 
2. Five room teachers. These teachers haYe charge of the assembly rooms of the 
various classes. They are regularly employed and give the children such attention as is 
given in any well regulated school. Opening exercises and general exercises are conducted 
by them. They do some regular teaching in their rooms. The study periods of the chil-
dren are under their care and they give individual instruction and help as it is needed. 
3. The supervisors of primary and grammar grades. The duties in these positions 
consist of supervision of courses of study. oversight of some special lines of work, con-
ferences with critic, room, and student teachers, and general direction of the work. 
The Preparatory Section.-Here all the common branches are taught. The pupil from 
the country schools or from the grades can find any work in these branches. The work 
prepares well for entrance to the Normal. 
The Grammar Grades.-The essentials of the common branches, from the fourth grade 
upward, are giYen close attention in these grades. Also manual training, drawing, music, 
and nature study are regular lines of work. It is found that certain of the difficult parts 
of the common branches may well be left until the pupil is older, so in these grades certain 
phases of subjects usually held for high school or college, are introduced. The method of 
instruction employed is that adapted to pupils of this age and not that of the high ~chool 
or college. Concrete geometry, elements of algebra, general views of history, physics, Ger-
man, and Latin can thus be started several years earlier than is generally done, and saves 
from one to two years in preparing him to enter the Normal School; and take his classifi-
cation along with graduates from high schools over the State. 
The Primary Section ( See p. 26) .-Here all the pupils from first primary to the 
third grade are proYided for in the .same manner as those in the grammar grades - by. the 
supervisor, the room teachers, and those student teachers preparing for special primary work. 
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' THE KINDERGARTEN 
Miss GUNN AND KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS 
"A VISIT TO THE KINDERGARTEN" 
(BY ~/\RIE'l"l'8 E1.IZ/\B8TH GL'NN.) 
It is near the hour of nine and as we ascend Normal l-1 ill, we meet many little chil-
dren. Whither are they going? We ask a little man of four, and he tells us proudly, ''To 
kindergarten," and in a hospitable tone says, "Won't you come?" As we are led along by 
this lilliputian guide we gain all sorts of information about this fairy land of childhood-
the kindergarten. 
It is indeed a beautiful place with its soft tinted walls, its dainty pictures and many 
plants, rug and sofa. The opening chord is struck. the little hands are folded, the heads 
bowed and all .1,111ite in a thank you prayer t.o Corl. Then favorite songs are chosen, a 
story told, and each child tells of some experience that has entered into his life. After this 
there is a march and a few games follow; then all repair to the work-room. This room 
is beautifully decorated in the same artistic manner, only it has many little tables and a 
big cupboard. Who could be lazy or indolent here? Instead of the regular work today, all 
are making together a paper chain for the birthday child. Ere this you may have learned 
that it is a custom of the kindergarten, to celebrate each birthday. The chain is completed 
and all gaily march to the play-room where the merriest time is had with games. You 
are surprised to see what good time they keep to the music and how much they know. The 
time for the luncheon has arrived, and the procession is headed by the birthday-child and 
his parents. After grace they sir c10·.v:1 to 2 simple repast; the table is beautiful with its 
46185 
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linen, china, and flowers, crowned by the birthday-cake. After this the good-bye song is 
sung and homeward the little ones hasten. You must not think this is a sample of the 
regular routine of work because it is not, a birthday is always a red-letter day. 
As a result of your visit you feel younger, happier and perhaps wiser. You find 
that in this weary world there is at least one little place where there is happiness unalloyed, 
Surely, to be in this childgarden is a rare pleasure; for here the little soul developes freely • , 
in its true atmosphere of love, happiness, and work. You prepare to go, but this is not 
all. Yot see the student teachers returning and you are warmly invited to attend the class 
111 theory. You gladly accept and as you look around, you can not but admire the womanly 
young women who are studying to be gardeners in the child-garden. 
Statistics are given which show a child trained in a good kindergarten completes his 
school course two years sooner than a child without such training; his work is of a finer 
quality and he is better equipped to meet life. Statistics are also shown which give the 
steady growth of the kindergarten mo,·enmcnt. It has passed its experimental stage and 
1s as much a part of the school system as is the primary school. 
You learn that the kindergarten course comprises the three main requisites of a 
woman's education. It gives broad liberal culture, technical training for a practical voca-
tion and fits woman for her highest destiny- motherhood. What more can be demanded 
from a course than that it gives you a well disciplined mind, equips you to earn a liveli-
hood and prepares you to be an intelligent mother and an attractive home-maker. 
The class is OYer and you are glad that yon arc planning to come to the I. S. N. S. 
to take a course and yon decide that it will be in the Kindergarten Department. 
THE PRIMARY TRAINING SCHOOL 
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THE JANITOR CORPS 
JANITOR CORPS OF I. S. N. S. 
(1) Peter Christensen, carpenter; (2) Jas. Shields, night-watchman; (3) J. C. Cook, 
first engineer; ( 4) H. G. Klinefelter, head fireman; (5) G. Palmer, assistant engineer; 
(6) William Wallace, yardman; (7) M. T. Coleman, janitor south hall; (8) Jas. T. Justice, 
janitor auditorium; (9) Hans Hansen, janitor gymnasium; (10) Chas. Wiler, janitor cen-
tral hall; (11) W. B. Hoats, janitor south hall; (12) T. N. Justice, janitor gymnasium; 
(13) Elmer Maxon, janitor north hall; (14) I. G. Long, janitor auditorium. 
WHERE THE NORMALITES LIVE 
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THE PHILOMATHEAN SOCIETY 
(BY ]AY T. CocGRovE.) 
Before the J. S. N. S. completed its first year the students began to feel the need of 
'• that training which is given only in a literary society and a movement was started to organ-
ize a society composed of men and women. This request was denied by the faculty, but 
the idea of a literary society was not abandoned and on January 18, 1877, the Philomathean 
so: iety was organized. R. 0. Benton, D. K. Bond, L. E. Churchill, Clelland Gilchrist, vV. 
J. Hunt, l\I. P. Lichty. G. B. Phelps, W. A. Richardson, L. S. Scott and J. S. White, were 
charter members. 
D. K. Bond is now a prominent pl,ysician of ·waterloo. Clelland Gilchrist entered 
the ministry and has always been an earnest worker and strong preacher of the Gospel. 
W. J. Hunt has achieved eminent success in business. ;\l, P. Lichty 1s a successful farmer.' 
G. B. Phelps is one of Iowa's most eminent lawyers. 
On January 27, 1877, was given the first program, which was.as follows. Reading, 
L. S. Scott; Essay, L. E. Churchill; Reading, J. S. White; Debate-Resolved: That the 
ballot should be restricted to an educational qualification. Affirmative, G. B. Phelps and R. 
0. Benton; negative, W. A. Richardson, and D. K. Bond. 
That the Philos have ever been noted for consistent and thorough work is proven 
by the large number of members who have achieved more than ordinary success 111 the 
battle of life. Drs. Hearst and :\JcAlvin, Profs. C. A. Fullerton, Robert Fullerton, G. W. 
Newton, H. C. Cummins and Wilbur II. Bender are well known to all students of the 
Normal School. It would also be unjust not to mention G. S. Dick, superintendent of 
schools at Red Oak, Iowa; E. R. Nichols, president of Kansas State Agricultural College; 
:Edward Chasse!, who has been a member of the Iowa House and Senate; E. H. Griffin, 
one of the most able members of the vVashington S_tate Senate; Charles Johnson, state 
secretary of the Y. l\I. C. A.; George Chandler, author of "Iowa and The Nation;" and 
Mr. A. Grundy. 
The greatest literary events of the school year are the inter-state oratorical contest 
and the Ames-Normal deb:ite. Up to the present time Iowa has won the oratorical con-. 
lest only once, the winn<'r being Percival Hunt, a member of the Philo society. The Philos 
have placed two more men on the debates with Ames than either of the other societies. 
While in the struggle for places on the debates with Ames, Drake and Kansas this year 
three Philos were chosen as debaters and two as alternates. 
The Philomathean society has had its trials, its defeats, its victories, and has con-
tinued to grow stronger. ¥.1ith all members working harmoniously together that healthy 
growth must continue. 
The Philo roll for 190-!-3 1s as follows: 
]. C. C . .i\lAN'l'LE J;? , R. RODENBT::CK 23. }AMES STRA \\'N 
2. l\lAURICE PEARL ] :i. A. N. WRAY 24. J. L. CHERNEY 
3. B. D. ATCHLEY H. CF.CIL BANGS 25. GEORGE ~RAMER 
4. LnE HAWK 13. }OHN BUTLER 26. B. T. BAY 
5. F. BRUNS 16. ]ACOB }OHNSON 27. D. H. RUMMEL 
6. F. H. STEWART 17. H. C. SNODGRASS 28. ORLOW BANCS 
7. A. w. J\foOHE 18. LESLIE WEXNER 29. FRANCIS GILKEY 
8. F. C. RAUSH .JJ). A. J. J\lcYER 30 . F. E. FORD 
9. s. A. COHAGAN 20. w. w. :\!ILLER 31. }OHN DoNAHt:E 
10. }OHN LUNDBY 21. FR,\NK BRYANT 32. LESTER CRA \\'HALL 
11. A. E. VF.LlNE 22. J. '"f'. COLGROVE 33. S1PHORl:S GATF.S 
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THE PHILOMATHEAN LITERARY SOCIETY, FOUNDED 1877 
THE ALPHA SOCIETY 
(BY GI,ADYS KAYE.) 
It was a few months after the I. S. N. S. came into existence that among the leading 
students of the institution a sentiment pre\'ailed that a literary society would be a desirable 
thing; and further, that a society composed of both men and women would be most desir-
able. Accordingly, the faculty were petitioned for their consent. It was only after much' 
heated discussion that that ~.ugust body, not blind to the charms of the fair enthusiasts nor 
the susceptibility of the masculine representatives and remembering their own youthful tend-
encies, decided that for the sake of the literary character of the societies the men and the 
women must have distinct organizations. And so it was that in the spring of 1877 two 
terms after the Philo society had been organized, the Alphas, a company of seven young 
women gave themselves the name which, borne by their successors, has endured a fitting 
emblem of the character of the society. 
Alpha has stood first. True, her career has not a lways been the one of unruffled· 
prosperity that we know today. In the early years many were the circumstances that arose 
to test her stability. Imagine in September of 1885 a society of but eleven members, each 
having the usual generous amount of required work, appearing on the program almost every 
week for the sake of keeping alive an organization dependent for its members upon those 
who wished to do literary work for the world's sake. Not until a year later did society 
work become compulsory. It was after this that the election of a president plunged the 
society into civil strife. The story of thi:; quarrel, curiously enough, savors of the spirit 
of the Reformation. The result of this trouble was the creation of the Shakespearean soci-
ety, but Alpha lived and grew and prospered. 
The Alphas have made their society mean more than a business organization. This 
is the explanation of the "Alpha spirit'' one hears so much about. 
The Alph'a events of the past year include the initiation parties of October, the farce, 
"The i\louse Trap," given in December followed by the informal good time in which the 
Philo brothers participated and the Open Session of January 27. Besides these Alpha was 
particularly interested in the First Annual Women's· Oratorical Contest in which her rep-
resentative won first place, and in the Preliminary Inter-State Contest in which three Alphas 
entered. 
June must come; and June to many means good-bye to the old crowd. Of all the 
songs that are sung by the gay-clothed throngs that parade the campus on Society Day, none 
can express more to any heart than the Alpha song to the Alpha girl. 
ALPHA ROLL 
1. ALMA CRAFT 16. FLORENCE GRIMES 31. ELIZABETH BAUR 
2. EFFIE WISEBARD 17. GRACE BRAKEL 32. ALICE CRAMER 
3. ALICE KINSLEY 18. JESSIE STUART 33. OLIVE GOODYEAR 
4. CAROLINE SHULTZ rn. EDNA LONG 34. Lucy ROYCE 
5. GERTRUDE SMITH 20. HELEN PACKARD 35. ANNE }OHNSTON 
6. NELL WISE 21. WINIFRED l\JuHS 36. VERNA HALLOWELL 
7. FAYE STRAWN 22. l\IARGARET KELLEY 37. KATHARINE JENNESS 
8. GRACE l\fclNTOSH 23. J\fARY WILLIAMSON 38. BESS CHASE 
9. WINIFRED JENNINGS 2-t. LILY RomNSON 39. Cr.ARA JACKSON 
10. BESSIE FARNUM 9-,,,....), DOROTHY HOBBY 40. MARGARET STRUBEL 
11. ERMA KEENE 26. JESSIE HOPKIRK 41. KATHARINE STICHTER 
12. AI.ICE GRAHAM 27. JESSIE LITTLE 42. HELEN PERKINS 
13. EDNA WALKER 28. LILIAN HANSON 43. LucILE HIGH 
14. ESTHER FnzSIMMONS 29. SUSAN FRENCH 4-±. GLADYS KAYE 
15. l\fAE RAYMOND ::JO. MYRA GAULT 
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ALPHA LITERARY SOCIETY, FOUNDED 1877 
J 
THE SHAKESPEAREAN SOCIETY 
(FLORENCE THOMPSON.) 
:\IoTTO: The End Crowns All. 
COLORS: Red and Blaclt. 
FLOWERS: Red Carnations. 
Our first existence as a society began on the clear, cool morning of September 20, 
1884, when a band of sixteen student girls met in old Central Hall and organized for the 
purpose of carrying on special literary work. Beford our organization there had been but 
two literary societies and customs had been established which had to be overcome and a 
new order of things bronght about. The older societies were helpful and kind to their 
little sister, Shakespearean. 
In September of 1886 a band of boys organized, calling themselves Aristotelians. 
They were soon adopted by the Shakespeareans and ever since we have had the warmest 
regard for our brothers. 
For a number of years we had our hall in the attic of the South building but as soon 
as the auditorium building was completed our present domicile was giYen to the Shake-
spereans and Aristotelians jointly. This large, airy hall, which we have had the good 
fortune to haYe presented to us is tastefully arranged. The floor is carpeted with a Persian 
,·eh·et carpet and the walls are adorned with many artistic pictures. The rays of bright 
sunlight are mellowed by the lace curtains at the windows and from the ceiling the society 
colors a1·e gracefully draped. The long window seat is invitingly adorned with a large num-
ber of cushions, gifts of Shakespearean girls and highly prized by them. Our new piano 
is the pride of both Shakespeareans and Aristotelians. 
In our more hilarious moods we have only to look at the bust of Shakespeare and 
the owl, our mascot, to have before us examples of stability and solemnity. Always with 
the memory of our old hall way up in the attic comes the remembrance of "The Shake-
spearean i\Ionkey." His majesty has been a sent for some time. He stayed as long as he 
could stand it in civilized society and has gone back to his brothers and sisters. Last heard 
of him, he was by the fire-side of an Alpha. 
1\Iuch interest has been taken this year in oratory. Of the fifteen Shakespeareans 
who took part in the inter-society preliminary, Miss Keifer was chosen first. She also 
took second place at the inter-society contest and represented the Shakespearean Circle at 
the inter-state preliminary. :\fay 5th we gave our biennial open session. The decorations 
were in accordance with the Japanese idea which was canied throughout the entertainment. 
Inasmuch as the fall term opened with a joint initiation of the new Shakes and 
.-\ristos, a banquet in which both participated seemed but a fitting close for so pleasant and 
prosperous a year. 
SHAKESPEAREANS 1905 
1. NJNA GRAU 16. Ll'RA SNYDER 31. NORMA GREENE 
2. :\IAnEL BucK 17. EMMA CROSS 32. ORPHA HEILAND 
~ BERNICE LAUGHLIN ]8 . G. SA't"J'ERTH w AIT :13. FLORENCE THOMPSON ..,_ 
-!. HELEN PORTER l\J. :\IA UDE l\JcCnANE :1..i-. BERTHA WASAl\l 
:;_ LOUIS WlNCHET.L :?O. LEAH JOHNSON :J.3. AMY BuRNETrn 
6. ESTHER SF.ERI,EY :21. KATHERINE :\IYER :~G. JuNE EMRY 
7. NELLIE ToMPIONS 22. MABEL FRISBY :l7. FAYE VINALL 
8. AMY CAMPBELL 23. JESSIE HURST 38. BERTHA HEMSWORTH 
9. GERTRUDE McKoNE :21. ETHEL VINALL 39. j\fA YE MA'l'HF,R 
10. RosE FREEMAN 2,). FLORENCE BRENEMAN .JO. CLARA RICKLEFS 
J 1. LAURA DAVENPORT 26. WINIFMD CAMERON H. EMMA PATTON 
]') OCEAN DOSH 27. GERTIE GERKEN 42. EL1zABETH SCHNEIDER 
1 :3. GLADYS KEIFER :28. ETHEL WYANT 1~. WINIFRED BARKER 
H. IvA DRESSER 29. l\fARGARET YOUNG H. EDITH GIUJN 
1 ,;, MAYE GONZALES ~o. ELMA OvERMlRE 13. i\IADGE EuswoRTH 
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SHAKESPEAREAN LITERARY SOCIETY, FouNDED 1884 
THE CLIOSOPHIC SOCIETY 
(BY BESSIE WlLLIAl\lS.) 
COLORS: vV hite and Gold. 
J\IoT'ro: Lux et T' eritas. 
In speaking of school inAuences we must think of those things which make school 
days a memory of joy and perhaps the greatest of these is our society life in which no sac-
rifice is too great, no labor loo arduous to be undertaken. 
In 1886 there was organized a young ladies· society and it was called the Cliosophic 
Society. The name is chosen from an ancient myth which tells of "Clio" the nurse of His-
tory and Epic Poetry. She is represented as sitting with a half open scroll in her hand, 
which signifies thot, careful preparation. and knowledge. The Society has always had as 
its threefold purpose, mental, mornl, and social development. In this society members are 
judged by what they arc able to do. 
The Clio Society has grown and prospered during these many years and today it 
stands among the first in the list of the literary societies of the I. S. N. S. 
From the beginning the programs have been of a high literary character; sometimes 
being special programs, sometimes miscellaneous, but always of the best. 
The Clios are proud of their Alumni. ;\[any are occupying positions of trust and 
responsibility, while many more are occupying the none less honorable position of home-
makers. 
Not only along intellectual lines do the Clios excell but in social affairs they have 
no peers. Among the social events of the present year one of the most enjoyable was the 
Cliorio Banquet, which won for the Clios the name of royal entertainers and at the various 
spreads which they haYe giyen during the year, they have prayed themseh·es worthy of the 
name Clio. 
The Society Hall is "a thing of beauty and a joy forever." Beautiful pictures, pillo,,·s, 
rugs, and screens lend a touch of beauty that is both artistic and homelike. The Grand 
piano adds much to the allracti,·eness of the room. 
The Clio alumni have shown the truth in the statement, "Once a Clio, always a Clio,'' 
by starling a subscription for a piece of statuary to be placed in the hall. 
Faithful work has Grat su,cess in all lines and we look for much good to come from 
the influence exerted in Clio Hall, where the motto always is. "Lux et Veritas." 
And whereYer a loy:il Clio we,ids her way, may this be the song she sings: 
Hip pa-Ka-re-Ka-rco 
Light a11d truth a11d Clio 
Maids the fairest. best you Imm,•. 
We , the girls - Clio. Clio. 
CLIOSOPHIC ROLL 
1. EoA JOHNSON 1.i. EDNA CASS 29. E~IMA ARENT 
2. J\IARGARET CowDEK 16. l\IA'l"l'lE Cown: 30. BLANCHE NELSON 
3. NELLIE FINCH 17. CARRIE VAN BuscuRK :n. LAURA l\IcDoN,\LD 
4. INA GIEKERSOK JS. FLORENCE Cowm 32. FLORENCE ROATS 
5. RuEY MILLER 19. CLARA PULS :13. l\IAY IRVIN 
6. CLARA BLAIR 20. IDA HoEBEL 3'1. GRACE AITCHISON 
7. EDITH EBERSOLE 21. ETHEL Wooo 3.3. NINA RICHARDSON" 
s. JESSE OLSON 22. Lucy CRARY 36. Lir.LIAN BOWERS 
9. KATHERYN CoRIGAK 23. STELLA AIMES 37. ;\I YRTi,E RAYMOND 
10. l\1ABEL TABISINSKI N. HAZEL l\IcDONALD 38. NELLJF. EASTMAN 
11. BESS WILLIAMS 2.3. INA CLUMP 39. KATHARYN l\IEYER 
12. PEARL HAYDEN 26. VERA BRADLEY 40. ]ESSIE WENNER 
13. CARRIE HIAMES 27. ETHEL SHAFER 
14. RuTH Bun.ER 28. CLAIRE BANGS 
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CLIOSOPHIC LITERARY SOCIETY, FouNDED 1886 
THE ARISTOTELIAN SOCIETY 
(BY H. G. HAYES.) 
The Aristotelian Society was organized in 1886, not rece1v111g full recog111t1on, how-
ever, until three years later. During its early history it met in the chapel, in the armory, _ 
and in recitation rooms. But today it may be found in an elegant hall in the New Build-
ing. But while time has gone steadily on, while the place of meeting has been shifted 
and while the personnel of the Society has changed many times the purpose, to ever seek 
for "intellectual, social and moral culture" has remained the same. 
Intellectual culture is secured: ( 1) By weekly programs of orals, writtens and debates 
that not only strengthen th~ participants but all who are present. (2) By business meetings 
where wit sharpens wit. (3) By inter-society contests, where Aris to meets Orio and Philo. 
The Aristos have won first place in two of the three triangular oratorical contests that have 
been held. In debate they are always heard from, holding the record for most points made 
in triangular in one year, and last winter won three points. ( 4) By scholastic contests which 
decide the merit of those who would win high honors. This year an Aristo won the 
inter-state oratorical contest. This being the third time in the ten contests that ' the 
Aristos have been represented, and the first time in eight years that Iowa Normal has 
won. This record is not surpassed by any society. In inter-collegiate debate the Aristos 
have been very successful and the editorship of the Normal Eyte, the highest literary 
position in school, has been held by Aristos six out of fourteen times, a record that is un-
equaled. But in all these contests as the results go up or clown, the Aristo spirit true to its 
purpose plods on. The ever present motto, "Non Schol;:e Seel Vita:" takes affairs of the 
present over into those to come and transforms defeats into future victories. Among those 
who have been very successful are George Balzer, professor in the University of Wisconsin; 
John Parish who tied in a contest for a Normal song and who has won the song prize offered 
by President McLean of Iowa University; H. H. Savage lately elected superintendent of the 
Waterloo schools from among one hundred and seventeen competitors; and the Lambert 
boys, - C. I. is now assistant to Dr. Meyer in the Pathological Institute, New York City, 
B. ]. is instructor in civil engineering at Iowa University, and J. J. is assistant professor 
in Bacteriology and Biology at the same place. Besides these there are scores of others 
scattered throughout the state and the nation wearing the emblem of the Society, proud, that 
they are Aristos. 
Social culture is gained by the members struggling together toward the same goal 
sharing each others hopes, plans, joys, and disappointments. and forming firm and lasting 
friendships. The greatest element in social culture comes from the associations with the 
Shakes. The relation between the -two societies is close and cordial. They are enthusiast-
ically loyal to each other 111 all contests and have many elaborate functions throughout 
the year. 
:\fora! culture is cleriYccl from the principles of honesty, truth, and justice that control 
Ill ail its affairs. 
The past of the Aristo Society is honorable; the present is prosperous; and the future 
is filled \\'i '. h golden possibilities . 
. 
1. H. :.\IoLE 1•) P. WALTERS 23. H. G. HAYES 
2. L. CURRELL le!. A. DEVALT 2-L H. G. MARTIN 
3. R. ]ARNlGAN 14. H. ]. FEYERJSI'N 25. STAR. WILSON 
4. w. CASEY 1.,. R. B. GrnFORD 26. D. B. MclLRA\'Y 
5. ]. PATTERSON 16. C. M. PARKER 27. C . A. STEELS MITH 
6. T. WISE 17. J. F. CROSS 28. D. V. FERRIS 
7. M. WHEELER ] 8. 1\1. CAMPBELL 29. I. CRAIG 
8. A. :\I. :.\hr.r.E.: 19. R. B. LELAND 30. F. BLANCHARD 
9. ]. HILLIARD 20. R. PATTY 31. E. D. HOUGLAND 
10. w. 0PPOLD 21. L. W. MAULSBY 
] 1. A. LOGAN 2:2. H. HUFFMAN 
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ARISTOTELIAN LITERARY SOCIETY, FouNDED 1886 
THE NEOTROPHIAN SOCIETY 
(BY MAE HAUSER (2). 
MoTTo: Nulla V cstigia Retroisii111. 
E:vtBLEM: The Laurel Leaf. 
COLORS : Ccm and Blue. 
FLOw1,R: The Yellow Rose. 
The name N eotrophian, adopted in 1891, when the Society was founded, means "cul-
ture of youth" and has a deep significance. For in it are embodied the object of the Society, 
the standard of its members, and the spirit of their work. From the very beginning the 
Society has endeavored not only to improve its members in all literary exercises, but also 
to broaden and elevate their minds along all classical lines. Fortune has favored the N eos 
and their purpose. Their brothers are giftecl Minnesingers, and the majority of the Cecil-
:ans have been numberecl in their ranks. It is their love of music ancl the high stanclard 
they have reached in that art that elevates the ambitions and icleals of the N eo girls. 
THE NEO ROLL-CALL 1905 
A is for Anderson (-13), a gradnate she. 
B is for Byrne (42) who qnite pleases me. 
C is for Chase both, Iowa (8) and June (2-1); 
Christian ( 28) and Cha try ( 6) ask her for a tune. 
D is for Delahoide, Gretchen ancl Kathleen (30). 
Golrlenrod Drees (31) ancl sweet Bessie Dean (17), 
Next we call Daviclson, when she is here, 
She can't often come, engagements we fear. 
E is for Elder (3) who debates with much vim, 
And Evans (29) who cloes good work in the gym, 
And Enlow (12) still patiently waiting for him. 
F is for Farlow (13) best known of us all, 
And Josephine Forrest (45) who is not very tall. 
G is for Gordon (36) who smiles when she talks. 
I is for Ingersol (23) who sways when she walks. 
K is for Kleinfelter ( 40) an artist of fame, 
Ancl Kramer who lately a Neo became, 
And Kroesen (1) whose presence always brings joy. 
L is for Lamberty . (37) who goes with a boy. 
Next we call Landsberg (10) a Gibson girl fair, 
Then Jessie Lester (34) with smooth parted hair. 
1\f is for Minnesingers, they are our brothers, 
We omit their names and call the others: 
Massie (21), Mann (26), and Mcilhenny (fl) called Alice, 
Merner ( 41), distantly connected with Dallas. 
N is for Newton (19) with sweet winsome guise. 
P is for Perkins (32) who talks with her eyes. 
R is for Rhodes (3\l) who acts as our marshal!. 
And Effie Roller (7) to whom we're all partial. 
S is for Southerland (20) who works with a Will, 
And Sterrit and Sinn (35) have patience until 
I call Caroline Schmalle (\l) not a Dutchman at ali, 
And dear Edna Thatcher (18) who likes Levi tall. 
\Vis for Wilbur who is young and petite, 
And staid Etta Woolley (38) who has lJt,t two feet. 
Y is for Young (22) and with a last look 
At our pre~idenfs name, we shut up the book. 
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NEOTROPHIAN LITERARY SOCIETY, FouNDED 1891 
THE ZET ALETHEAN SOCIETY 
(BY ALMA REICHERT.) 
Early in the year of 1803 a litt le band of earnest, persevering girls interested in self-
improve111..:nt banded themselves together under the name of the Zetalethean Socie!y. They 
Wt're cluly recognized by the faculty and became a full-fledged organization w!1osc object 
was the advancement of its members in social and literary effort. 
The inspiring motto chosen, "We seek the truth," has ever been an incentive to each 
loyal Zeta girl to put forth her best efforts. 
The colors adopted were cerise and white and the dark-red rose was chosen as the 
society flower. The following were the charter members of the organization: 
Clara Banks, Fannie Beckwith, Hattie Cutte!l, Ella Chafer, Lucy Curtis, Lorma Crosby, 
CeEa Duff, Sarah Feld, Ina Faris, Lucy Gillette, Jessie Graham, Olive McKloeen, Lucretia 
l\Ia st, J da Faris, Florence Nichols, Marie A. Royce, Luella Rigby, Emma H. Reese, Jennie 
Ro,-.•bnd, Orpha Thayer, Alice Tedro, Medley Wilde, Orianna Wesche, Nellie Griffith, :Millie 
Graham, Lillie Graham, Jennie Harrison, Elma Hall. Lillian E. Rickert, Stella Henshaw, 
Addie King, Josie Lowe, Clara Wood. 
The first meetings were held in !\fr. Parish's room, then in :Mr. Walter's rnom and 
later in Mr. Colgroye's room. In 1000 the society moved into its permanent home, beautiful 
Zeta Hall. 
The present school year has been one of the most prosperous in the history of the 
Society. A great many strong members ha,·e joined during the year and each of these has 
seemed to take especial interest and pride in making her \\'Ork the Yery best, and in this way 
the whole Society has been materially strengthened. 
Many improYements haYe been made in our hall. During the fall term a splendid 
ne\\' Steck piano was purchased to take the place of the old one which had done sen·ice so 
long. Shortly thereafter a joint musical program together "·ith the Ossoli Society was given, 
and this was especially high-class in character. Later a fine new window-seat was purchased 
and was soon followed by a pillow sho\\·er at \\'hich pillo\\'s large, pillo\\'s dainty, and pil-
lows small made thei1· appearance. 
After the Hallowe'en program the new members "·ere initiated with fitting rites and 
ceremonies, and at the last meeting before the Ch1·istmas Yacation, a reception was given in 
their honoL Fudges, divinity. salted peanuts and other toothsome dainties added to the 
pleasure of the occasion. 
A committee was appointed to revise the constitution. and several needed changes 
were made, the1·eby adapting it to meet the present needs of this rapidly gro\\'ing Society, 
which now 1·anks among the first in the school. 
ZET ALETHEANS 1905 
1. :.!ABEL PACL 17. GERTRUDE P .\RR 33. LA\RA BECKER 
2. ELIZABETH Fnz 18. JANET HARDI!c 34. LILIAN PARROTT 
3. NELLIE HARDIN 19. OLIVE E. OL.\NDER 35. GRACE BOTTS 
4. ALMA CULP 20. CAROL P. SMl'l'll 36. KATE l\IoRsE 
5. SADIE EDES 21. ETHEL HICKS 37. l\IAnEL B. Nou, 
6. MINA LEVY 22. ETTA HILDEilRAXD 38. L. MAYE Loo~ns 
7. STELLA EVANS 23. ELSIE AxTON 30. Cr.ARA KRAUSE 
8. MATHILDA BECKER 24. foWA SHIM p 40. EUNICE CAULKINS 
0. N ET,LTE • POLLOCK 9-,_,). l\fABEL TREAT 41. VENTURA PLATT 
10. IDA EVANS 26. CORDELIA TRF.AT 42. LAURA FINCH 
11. ALMA REICHERT 27. LILLIAN JOHNSON 43. HELEN LEWIS 
12. EDITH SCOTT 28. LENA SWANSON 44. l\IYRA DOWNS 
13. JENNIE FELL 20. BF.LLE AKER 45. JENNIE l\!IDDLETON 
14. NORA l\fcCuLLOL'G n :10. TuRA HAWK 46. ETHEL :i\1ATHE\\'S 
15. LucY J\IACK 31. ELSIE STATHOI 
16. ADELLA TAYLOR :12. EDNA GoETzr. 
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ZETALETHEAN LITERARY SOCIETY, FouNDED 1802 
THE ORIO SOCIETY 
(BY KENNETH Cor.GROVE.) 
In the spring of 1893. on account of the full membership of the Philo and Aristo 
societies, there was a demand for a new men's society. A band of forty-fi,·e men met_, drew 
up a constitution, and under the leadership of such students as L. T. Walker. Joseph John-
son, 0. P. J\IcElmeel, and E. D. Ede organized a new society, in the hall opposite Prof. 
C. A. Fullerton's present singing room . 
The emblem adopted was the star and crescent. The choosing of a name caused 
much debate. The long names of the other men's societies were somewhat distorted by 
their popular abbreviations, and so a shorter and more euphonious name was desired. The 
one chosen was Orio, from orior, I rise, and is indicative of the subsequent life of the 
society. 
From the beginning the Orio society has been very popular. It commenced its life 
in a strenuous way, and, as is characteristic of such new enterprises, infused much spirit 
and enthusiasm into the literary work of the Normal. In Triangular Debate the Orios have 
won 101 points, eight more than any other society. In the three inter-society oratorical 
contests, the Orios have won fourteen points, - four more than any other society., 
All literary work is undertaken by the society with the resolve to succeed. It has 
been only this earnest persistent endeavor that has accomplished such successful results. 
\Vithin the society there exists much friendly competition. As a rule, contests, instead of 
elections, are held in the society for places on all Inter-Society and School contests of debate 
8nd oratory. 
The Clio and Orio societies have affiliated much together, especially since they occupy 
the same hall. Each fall they hold a joint meeting at which the new members of both 
societies are initiated. In February, this year. the Clios gave a banquet in honor of the 
Orios . 
Among its many members who have attained success, the Orio society is proud to 
recognise, -
In educational lines. J. H. Kelley, president Oklahoma Preparatory University School; 
and P. E. i\[cClenahan, a city superintendent and prominently proposed in 1904 as a trustee 
of the I. S. N. S. 
In the law, 0. P. J\IcElmeel, lawyer in i\Iinneapolis and lecturer in University of 
J\linnesclta; and J\Iorton Weldy, graduate of Harvard and lawyer in Des i\Ioines. 
In the weather service bureau, i\l. L. Fuller, Springfield, Ill. 
In editorial work, Claude Jarnagin on the N CH'S staff, Des i\Ioines; S. T. Walker and 
J. 0. Johnson, former editors of the Cedar Falls Record. 
The Orio roll-call for l 90.j is as follows: 
1. A. L. l\!ATHE\\'S 13. L. u. TOWLE 29. K w. COLGROVE 
2. L. J\IcDONALD 16. J. STEIN 30. E. R. BEAN 
"· 
LEVI CLARK 17. J. C. WOOLEY 31. D. D. JOHNSON 
-L C. H. BROWN 18. G. ENGLEMAN •·) •) 
,, __ w. G. BRANDST!cTTF.R 
5. AusnN JOHNSON 19. LEO RANNEY 33. IRA WEIGLE 
6. Roy HoATs 20. w. C. Woon 34. w. s. YEAGER 
7. w. BROWN 21. En. HAAS 0• d.J . T. E. JONES 
8. G. F. MATHEWS 22. G. w. WEBER 36. J .. GIST 
g_ ?II. SPAULDING 23. E. C. WHISSLER 37. C. 0. RUGGLES 
10. N. KNAPP 2+. T. P. CHRISTENSON 38. w. G. CRUM 
11. H. E. J\!ITCHF.LL 2,j, J. BARNES 39. RoY SHEARN 
12. R. F. CLOUGH 26. A. COFFMAN -!O. P. C. COLGROVE 
13. JOHN LARSON 27. i\I. L. HOWELL 
H. w. s. ToMLJNSON 28. CHAS. L. StMMF.RS 
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THE OSSOLI SOCIETY 
(BY IvA LEARY.) 
Eight years ago the good ship "Margaret Fuller Ossoli," manned by a crew of twenty-
one, set sail on an exploring expedition across the great ocean, "Don't know," in search 
of the flowery land, "Know how," where, it was rumored, the little band might find a truly 
golden fleece - "the development of intellectual faculties and the encouragement of moral 
and social improYement among its members." The ship was gay with green and white 
bunting; the figurehead, a life-size statue of Margaret Fuller, was adorned with a garland 
of pink carnations, while from the masthead floated a pennant bearing the motto of the 
crew: "Be to the best thou knowest ever true." 
As the brave ship left the shore and started on her trial trip, the hearts of the mod-
ern argonauts sank a little at the thought of 5torms and breakers ahead; but with Sarah 
Clickener at the helm, the dangers of the harbor were quickly passed and the staunch little 
craft found itself on the open sea. The drooping spirits of the crew revived, and taking 
an oath out under the clear blue sky to guard well the memory of their patron saint, they 
held steadily to their course. A worthy Palmer sailed with them, guarding a P~arl and 
a Ruby as a Ransom in case of capture by pirates, but Prudence kept their well-"Rigg"-ecl 
ship from any such cruel fate. 
It is needless to dwell upon the trials of those first voyages; and trials they were 
indeed to the unskilled captain and the new crew who obeyed her commands. Suffice it to 
say that at the encl of a few cruises all felt that the Ossoli had proved herself worthy of 
being considered a standard liner. fitted to carry the regular number of seekers after 
knowledge. 
Each week the crew held a formal conference to compare the tiny jewels of informa-
tion which they had gathered on their journey. Plans were made at these meetings also 
for the future guidance of the ship. In ·spite of their continuous cruising their assembling 
was always at the same quiet harbor. This was used on all other occasions as the gath-
ering place of yarious classes of people who were greatly worried over the outcome of the 
famous (shot) gun practice. 
When it was decided to enlarge the general harbor, the Ossoli was assigned a more 
pleasant position in the newer portion, a commodious wharf shared with a sister ship, the 
Zetalethian. 
Three years have passed since then, and fortune still looks with fa,·or on the efforts 
of the two crews to adorn their new port. Not upon their material advancement, however, 
do the Ossolis look with greatest pride. They feel that a part of their original object has 
been attained through the assistance of their Hull who won honorable mention in the last 
ship reYiew, the oratorical contest between the women's societies. 
So much for the past of our Yaliant little ship. We cannot see into the future, but 
feel certain that, under the control of leaders that will arise, the ship will leave more than 
a passing ripple on the changing current of Normal life. 
1. LUETTA KN JG HTS JO. i\IARY CASTER 10. BERTHA ~lAGOON 
2. HANNAH KNUDSEN l I. ABBIE WEST£RN 20. ANNA MAIDEN 
3. IDA SHAW 12. ALICE NORTON 2l. ABBIE McBRIDE 
4. GRACE CHRISTL\NSON 13. CLARA JOHNSON 22. ANNA THOGARSON 
3. MARY NORTON 14. CARRIE GouscHON 23. CARRIE PETERS 
6. E1vrA YOUNKER l ;;_ CARRIE KNIPE 2-i. MARY FLYNN 
7. ELLEN lIULL 16. WINNIE CAMPBELL 25. MARY RUNOITT 
8. IvA LEARY li. j\I.,u; ENSIGN 26. SusrE GABRU:L 
!l. NORA Drci-::ERSON 18. KATHERINE SPANGLER 27. MAYME LARSON 
l\lembers not 111 picture-Virginia ·white, Pearl Gray. Christie Todd, Bertha Kneen. 
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MARGARET FULLER OSSOLI LITERARY so·crnTY, FOUNDED 1897 
THE CHRESTOMATHEAN SOCIETY 
(BY LUCILE HOLBROOK.) 
To review the history of the Chrestomathean Society since its birth on October 30. 
l!l0l, is to watch the unfolding of a successful undertaking. The name '·Chresto'' was 
chosen by the members because the girls were searching for something higher and more 
useful and though they have been more than successful they feel that they ha\·e but entered 
the arena and the conquests are not yet won. 
The charter members were:-
LOTTIE HUNTER 
ALICE ARMSTRONG 
ANNA p ATRICK 
ALICE l\kELROY 
CARRIE BROWN 
ELsn: PITHERAM 
CoRA RuEPPLE 
BLANCHE SLEEPER 
SusIE Vv ALLACE 
KATHERINA SHE£SLEY 
l\I 1NNA How£RS 
BLANDINA DEAL 
CARRIE: ::\IARTIN 
l\IYRTLE HUNTZINGER 
l\IARGARET STINSON 
AMEi.TA l\IcDoNNELL 
l\IABE[, Bor,DRICK 
l\lABE:l QUIRE 
PANSY STUART 
STEU,A BURUNGTON 
AGNES HOULAHAK 
l\1ARGAR8T THOMPSON 
BLANCH BURCH 
ESTELL£ WOODARD 
HARRI8T WILLIAMS 
l\foLLI8 ROLLER 
ORA JOHNSON 
l\IA UDE GIBSON 
KATHERINE SEWALL 
CLARA CASE: 
Although many of these have gone from the Normal school to fill positions of honor 
and to gain fame in the educational world, the Chresto society still has in its midst some 
of these who ha\·e valiantly lent their best efforts to bring this society successfully from its 
infancy to its present stage of development, and to them the society offers its heart-felt • 
thanks. 
During the past year an inter-society oratorical contest was held and it was then that 
Pansy Stuart, one of the charter members, chosen from among many able contestants to 
represent the Ch res to society, delivered an oration entitled, "America's Neglected Duty," which 
won for the society the praise of all and which tied with the Shakespearean society for 
second place. 
The tiny silver anchor bearing the one word "Chrestomathean'' denotes the society's 
undergraduates and it is the ambition of every girl to replace it by the gold monogram 
"C and S" which confers with it the honors of graduation. 
The society colors are cream and wine entwined with myrtle which are so e\·ident 111 
the Neo-Chrcsto hall. 
Thus, then, reads the story of the past and as for the future we lea\·e its relating to 
those who come after us; but of this we feel confident-the Chresto society will not dwindle 
away until it becomes but a fading memory but will thrive and grow stronger and time 
will but add new honors. New members are being added constantly and the aim is this. 
"not to increase the size only, but rather the power of the society," and to this task the 
members must dc\·ote themselves; so-
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
!)_ 
JO. 
Success to the girls of t/1e Chresto fame, 
Bab::,•, some call it, but what's in a na,ne? 
1Vh.:thcr they lead the young child's mind 
Through paths of learning, or whether the find 
That to teach just 01u: th{'y are more inclined. 
The Society now consists of twenty-nine nwmbcrs shown in the cut on opposite page. 
GLADYS ]ONES 11. STELLA CouNSELL 2J.. BLANCH 1-lt:NTF,R 
INA SHERBECK 12. LOLA W 0LF£NSBERGER 29 BESSIE CORNFORTH 
l\lYRTLE FORTUNE 13. J\1ARGAR£1' FLYNN 23. LILY RuEPPLE 
l\lINNl£ VANN£ST H. CLARA SvENDSON 24. PANSY STUART 
PEARL BRANDON 1:;. l\IABEL MASTAIN 25. Ar,TA HIDDLESON 
EFFlE CONARD 16. RUTH BUTLER 26. LYDIA STIRR 
VEVA AYLWOOD 17. EDITH UFFORD 27. NELLIE HASKIL 
EMMA CURTIS 18. EDITH MANTLE 28. JOS IE NORRIS 
LUCILE I-foLBROOK 19. KrrTI£ GATES 29. JULIA SHAWGER 
OLIVE NASH 20. IDA JOHNSON 
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CHRESTOMATHEAN LITERARY SOCIETY, FOUNDED 1901 
ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT SOCIETY 
PARADE 
During commencement week of J 902 one day was given over to the ladies' literary 
societies, and was called "Society Day.'' The special feature of the day was the parade in 
which all the society members, dressed in their society gowns and carrying the emblems of 
their respective societies, marched around south campus, to music by the Normal band, finally 
forming a circle and giving in turn their society songs and yells. The parade was so novel 
and interesting, not to say beautiful, that it has become a regular feature of commencement. 
Besides their society emblems, the girls carry a long chain of smilax, louped from shoulder 
to shoulder, the full length of the procession. The Alphas with their pink gowns and pink 
and white tissue paper hats; the Shakes with their red gowns and Japanese parasols; the 
Clios with yellow gowns and white mortarboard caps; the Chrestos with cream-colored 
gO\\'JlS and carrying red anchors; the N eos in blue gowns, carrying wands wound with blue 
and yellow ribbon; the Ossolis with light green gowns and small banners; and the Zetas 
with cerise gowns and white caps make a vari-colored picture which always attracts a large 
and enthusiastic throng of students and commencement visitors, who crowd close around the 
roped off enclosure, making a complete circle around this pretty, happy, and-at yell time -
noisy crowd. Many of the girls who take part in the parade are seniors and this is their 
last public appearance as active society members. Immediately after the parade the societies 
meet in their various halls for a short program - the last of the year - the graduate pins 
are presented to the seniors, and the last good byes are said. 
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THE MOST WATCHED FOR MAN ON NORMAL HILL-
THE NORMAL POSTMAN 
FAITHFUL DICK 
There comes the mail carrier! ~Iaybe I'll gl't a letter from home! 0, l\lr. Bley, 
isn "t there a letter for me, this is my day to get one from -- ! Such is the daily greet-
ing of :i\Ir. Charlie Bley and old sorrel "Dick,"' who for the past thirteen years have made 
their regular daily trips sun or storm, always on time, bringing lo eager students those 
tender missives which mean so mnch to the homesick or lonely. When he first began to 
pull the little mail-cart, Dick was a young three year old, as spry and frisky as any of 
them. Today, sober and sedate, he plods cheerfully along, none the less faithful or will-
mg for his sixteen years. We see him in the picture just returned from his last trip for 
the clay, having travelled between eighteen and twenty miles . llis original route included 
the territory across the river and that on the other side of dry run, making some twenty-
fiye miles a day This territory has now been given lo rural route carriers, leaving only 
Normal hill for Dick and his master. He makes three trips to town and back each week 
day and two on Sundays, ne1·er having missed a day, till he now has to his credit over 
ninety thousand miles of lra 1·el •- over three times the distance around the world. 
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THE MINNESINGER GLEE CLUB 
(BY G1:0RG8 WA1,LAc£.) 
During the year JS~S-1880 there was organized al Normal the first musical society 
of male Yoices. This organization was known for some times as the f. S. N. S. Glee Club, 
but has long since lost its early name, and is now known as the l\Jinnesingers. The original 
club ,,·as composed of fifteen memhers. The present director, :\lr. C . A. Fullerton, his 
brother, :\fr. Robert Fullerton of the vocal department, Dr. Vv. L . Hearst of the city, and 
Mr. C. E. Hearst, a successful farmer southwest of town were all numbered among these 
first members. The otl1er members of the original club were L. B. Moffett, J. Kleinsorge, 
J. C. Sage, C. Ray Aurner, C. Ray Griffin, J. G. Martin, P . G . Fullerton, N . A. Fullerton. 
M. 0. Roland and Harry i\loore. 
The original purpose of the club was to furnish music for the programs given at 
Normal, such as open sessions, recitals, etc., but during t he last few years the club has 
become so strong that it has been able to give a number of concerts in neighboring towns 
with unmeasured success. The Annual Concert given in the auditorium is always well 
attended. This year the Cecilians assister! in the concert, also :\liss Anna Gertrude· Childs 
of the Vocal department, and the result was the best concert given by Normal talent that 
has been given in years. 
ln the spring of l!J03 these t\\"O clubs united in giving Robin Hood, an opera played 
by no company saye the Bostonian Opera Company, and from whom the permission was 
received to give it here. It pro,·ed a great success, so the following year the two clul}S 
took up the comic opern, Pinafore. This also was given with the best of style, but as it 
proYed to be a less attractive production than Robin Hood, the latter was repeated this year. 
These operas given in the spt'ing arc always looked forward to with greatest anticipation 
by Normal students and friends, and they are never disappointed in the productions. 
The l\Jinnesingers for 19O-1-1\lO.; arc as follows: 
1. H. HUFFMAN ~- A . LOGAN 13. Eo HAAS 
2. W. G. BRANDSTETTER (). E. G. W1,:1su,R l 6. LEVI Cr,ARK 
3. IR.\ WEIGLE 10. i\ [. SPAUJ,DING 17. G. E. WALLACE: 
4. WM . CASEY 11. J. Sn,rn 18. w. L. l\IA UI,SBY 
5. i\I. WHEELER 1 •) 'r. E. ]ONP.S 19. RALPH RIGBY 
6. Cr.err, BANGS l 3. 11. A. OG01-:N 20. J. vVOOLEY 
7. l l. G. J\[AR'l'IN l+. C. A. Fu 1,1,P.RTON, Dir. 
THE TINKERS' CHORUS, ROBIN HOOD 
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THE CECILIAN GLEE CLUB 
(BY Lucy J. CRARY.) 
In the fall of 1888, soon after taking charge of the department of music in the Normal 
school. ;\Iiss Julia Curtis organized a glee club of sixteen young ladies, and under her 
careful supervision and training this organization became yery popular. The club remained 
under the supervision of :\[iss Curtis until the fall of 1901, when i\fr. Robert Fullerton, 
just returned from Boston, took charge of it. l\Ir. Fullerton has been director of the 
club ever since, and under his supen·ision it has accomplished great things. The interest 
has rapidly increased, and the work has steadily developed. 
The selections studied arc all of a high grade of music, meeting the approval of 
everyone who hears them. In addition to the regular glee club work it has been the custom 
for the past three years for this club to unite with the l\Iinnesingers in giving an opera, 
about commencement time. Robin Hood has been presented twice and Pinafore once. These 
were under the direction of ;\lr. C. A. Fullerton, assisted by :\Iiss Pierce the first two years, 
and Miss Oliver this year as dramatic supervisors. Under this efficient supervision the 
operas were a great success, the clubs securing enough from the proceeds of the e1~tertain-
ments to accompany the school orator to the inter-state oratorical contest, held in De Kalb, 
Ill., and again at :i\Iilwaukee, Wis. 
On both these trips the two clubs won an e1wiable name for themselves, rece1v111g 
the heartiest applause whenever and wherever they sang. But while strangers are so ready 
to show their appreciation of their work, the students and patrons of I. S. N. S. are no 
less ready to applaud their efforts. The Cecilians have made an excellent record in the 
past, and the outlook of the club is very bright. Following are the names of the mem-
bers of the club for 190-!-1905, ( reading from left to right) : 
Top row- Third row- Hn.EN PACKARD 
Lucy CRARY EDNA BERGESF.N ;\lAE MATHER 
EDNA CASS i\IARGARF,T BowEs BLANCHE RF.NNE 
NELL FINCH ALIC£ CRAMER CORAL SYKES 
BESS SPEAR EsnIER SEERLEY Last row-
Second row- VJOLA GRIFFITHS AMY CAMPBF.LL 
Ln.LIAN BOWERS RUTH DAVIDSON ROBERT FULLERTON, Dir. 
RuE l\IILLER Fourth row- CLARA KRAUSE 
;\lINNA i\lERRlAM EFFIE WEISBARD DELLA OLESON 
ETHEL LOVITT JESSIE Lrn"LE CLARA Pui.s 
GRACE OWEN ERMA KEENE 
A SCENE FROM PINAFORE 
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THE NORMAL BAND 
(BY ARIEI, PARISH.) 
The Normal Band, as a school institution, had in its early existence quite a checkered 
career. The band was under student leadership until 1893 and was not recognized as of 
such importance as to call for much -support by the state. A few brass instruments, of 
not very expensive make, were bought and the band started on its way. 
The military drill then in vogue at this school called for some sort of military band 
to use on battalion parade and exhibition clays, and this need alone kept the Normal band 
111 existence. Under unfavorable circumstances, and lead by student directors, the band 
yet made quite an ach·ance. tlrns justifying the better support which the board soon granted. 
While before this time the music had been mostly military marches and light pieces, 
the department now purchased higher grade selections of sheet music, easy overtures, 
waltzes, etc., and the band grew in efficiency and style. 
These conditions prevailed from the beginning until in 1893 when the great need 
of a college band of high merit, in addition to the present use as military band, induced 
the board to authorize the hiring as a permanent director of band and orchestra some man 
of experience and knowledge of the necessary sort, and one who could give his whole time 
to the building up of this department and the development of a band of higher grade. 
In looking up such a person the Normal school heard of a Chicago musician who 
had lead the second regiment band there. one of the finest bands in the West, who had 
been the solo cornetist in Gilmore's grand concert band, and had had years of experience 
in band and orchestra work in Chicago and Rockford, Ill. This man was Prof. F. A. Fitz-
gerald, who was then in charge of the Marshaltown band. He was secured as the head 
of the band and orchestra department of the school, and in addition to this was gi\·en, by 
the town, the directorship of the A. 0. U. W. band of Cedar Falls, now the Fitzgerald 
Concert Band and one of the finest if not the finest in Iowa. 
With such a man at the wheel the department boomed, the band was put on a firm 
basis and was well supported by the state. A system of annual or biennial concerts was 
instituted, and the board saw that no mistake had been made in selecting l\Ir. Fitzgerald 
as director. Eleven years of growth and development followed and the Normal band has 
always received its full share of praise and pride for its work. 
In 1904 the department received from the board enough money to purchase several 
expensive concert instruments; namely, a bassoon, two tenor saxaphones, one alto and one 
baritone saxaphone. This year, 190.3, the band consists of eight cornets, four clarionets, 
four altos, one oboe, four saxaphones, two baritones, three trombones. a bassoon, and bass 
and snare drums. The concerts given are always well attended and prove the wisdom of 
the board in granting such good support. 
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THE NORMAL ORCHESTRA 
(BY w. A. OT'l'HJE.) 
The Normal Orchestra began life very humbly indeed. It was organized in the fall 
of lS!J;i with a membership of six, and taken charge of by J\Ir. Fitzgerald. On No,·ember 
12, 1897, the orchestra which had increased to a membership of seventeen 111ade its first 
public appearance in a joint concert with the band and mandolin club. The orchestra was 
highly commended on its excellent work by farnlty and students and was henceforth given 
its well-deserved place among Norrnal's musical organizations. 
In the spring of 1904, Prof. B. vV. J\ferrill who had just returned from Germany, 
where he had been spending several years in study with such masters of the violin as 
Joachim and J\Ioser of the Royal Academy of :.\fosic, Berlin, came to assume charge, while 
J\Ir. Fitzgerald took a much-deserved rest. J\Jr. ;\ferrill has a professional record sur-
passed by few, and his ability as a violin teacher and conductor is unexcelled. 
Within three months after his arrival J\lr. :\Ierrill gave a concert which proved a 
revelation to Normal's music lovers. The high standard of the program impressed all that 
Normal had more than ordinary musical talent, and all that was needed was a man who 
could give his whole time to the development of the orchestra and its members. A divi-
sion of the music department was made and Mr. :\lcrrill retained as teacher of violin and 
orchesti-al conductor. At the same time a new course, the violin course, was offered by the 
school. J\Iany are now taking ach·antage of this course and the results can easily be im-
agined. Within the last year the orchestra has increased its membership to thirty-five 
musicians, twenty-two of whom play stringed instruments. All of these young people 
are enthusiastic students of the instruments which they play and consequently the orchestra's 
advancement has been as rapid as its increase of membership. This accounts for the high 
grade of music played. At the opening of summer school the orchestra will give a con-
cert in which "Hayden's Symphony No. 6," popularly known as the "Surprise Symphony," 
will be a prominent feature. 
The true musical spirit which the orchesti-a is promoting is not confined to its mem-
bers. The hearty applause which greeted the high-class and difficult selections rendered at 
a recent concert, demonstrated beyond any doubt that a Normal audience fully appreciates 
classical 111usic when ably and artistically played. Under such conditions we can but pre-
dict for the Normal orchestra the fullest measure of prosperity and success. 
The present membership of the orchestra 1s as follows: 
Conductor-Prof. B. W. :\Jerri!!. 
First Violin-Alma Cutler, J\largaret Kelly, B. R. King, J\Iargaret Eastman, Lucy 
Royce, Zella :.\Ioon, J\Iaud Selig·er, W. A. Ottilie. 
Second Violin--Coral Sykes, J\liriam Hildebrand, Adolph Kramer, Hans Holst, 
J\Iaurice Pearl, Bryan Condit, Annie J\Iaiden, Daisy Longman. 
Viola-Daniel Sheller, Earl l lougland. 
Cello-Robert Fullerton, l'dyrl vVheeler. 
Bass-Lyle J-Jawk, Arthur Logan. 
Flute-Julia Bahl, Clarence Parker. 
Oboe-1\ferritt vVheeler. 
Bassoon-Orio Bangs. 
Clarionet-Will Casey, Gay Ford. 
Trumpet-Tom \Vise, Walter Dickey. 
Horns-Clifford Johnson, Horner Veatch. 
Trombone--Harry Huffman, Joe Eggloff. 
Symphony-James Patterson. 
Accompanist- -Floy Graham. 
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THE MANDOLIN CLUB 
(BY 1kRRI1'T \V. WHEELER.) 
The history of the Normal l\Iandolin Club dates back to that musical awakening 
which took place about ten years ago, when the Board of Trustees were fortunate enough 
to secure the services of Prof. F. A. Fitzgerald. At the time of its organization it con-
sisted of two mandolins and two guitars, but under the able leadership of Professor Fitz-
gerald, it has grown until it has reached its present state of perfection and little more can 
be desired either in the quality and quantity of its music, or the completeness of its instru-
mentation. It now consists of six first mafJdolins, four second mandolins, two violins, five 
guitars. a flute, mandola, cello, harp, and a piano. 
The club gives a concert each term and the large audience always in attendance is 
the best proof of its popularity. 
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NORMAL'S YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 
(BY :\[INNA :\I. MERRIAM.) 
The object of the Young \i\Tomen·s Christian Association is the dcYelopment of Chris-
tian character and the prosecution of active Christian work particularly among the young 
women of the institution. 
The Y. W. C. A. of the Iowa Stale Normal, one of twenty-four colleg.e associations 
of the state, was organized in J88G. l\Jiss Sarah Peters, now a missionary at Waukin, 
China, was the first president. At this time there were only two departments of work-
the devotional and the membership. Dible study anrl mission study were soon organized 
and other departments have been added from time to time, the last being the inter-collegiate 
in 1902, increasing our cabinet to sixteen members. 
The support of a general secretary increased the budget, which was formerly $275. 
Our budget this year was as follows: 
Missions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . ..... ..... . 
World's Work ...... . . .. ........... .... ...... ........ .... . 
National Work ..................................... . ...... . 
State Work ............................... . .......... . 
Summer Confe.rencc Fund ................................. . 
State Convention Delegates . . . . . . . . . . ............... . 
Incidentals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... ... ........... ... . 
General Secrelary·s Salary .......................... . 
$100.00 
20.00 
20.00 
100.00 
50.00 
25.00 
80.00 
450.00 
$845.00 
To collect this amount, the plan of systematic g1v111g was adopted which is working 
slowly but surely. Two hundred and forty members arc using this method. 
In rno1 an advisory board for the advice of the general secretary was created. At 
present the members arc Mrs. V.'right, Mrs. Colgrove, Misses Call, Simmons, Lambert, Car-
penter, and Wallbank. The same year the Association was given a rest room in South 
Hall, which was furnished by the girls, the Association was incorporated, and its property 
insured. The rest room is used for an office for the general secretary and is open all clay. 
\Vhile there has been a marked increase the last year in attendance at meetings, 
number giving systcmatical!y (240), and number of members (590), yet, we believe the 
truest estimate of the year's work is given when we say that sixty-five girls have seen the 
beauty of the Christ life, and the spiritual life of many others has been deepened. Truly, 
the Y. W. C. A. offers those opportunities for de,·elopmcnt without which the education 
of the true woman is incomplete. 
Y. \\T. C. A. cabinet, 1904-1905 : 
1. EcMA OVERMIRE, Secretary 9. VERA BRADLEY. Room 
2. CORDELIA TREAT, S. S. Chm. 10. ANNA Kor.u, Missionary 
3. BLANCHE NELSON, Bible Study 11. ]ESSIE LESTER, Personal Work 
4. SusA FRENCH, Membership 
5. Jes sIE FARLOW, Inter-Collegiate 
12. EDNA TnATCHF.R, Devotional 
13. EuzABE'l'H NF.WTON, President 
6. EvA SINN, Treasurer 14. GRACE LAMB8RT, l\Iusic 
7. MINNA M. MERRIAM, Gen'! Sec'y J 5. NELLIE IJASKELL, Information 
8. E. BLANCH8 RENN8, Social 
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NORMAL'S YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 
(BY E. D. HOUGLAND.) 
Among the strong organizations of the I. S. N. S. 1s the Young ::\Ien·s Christian 
Association. In 1886 the idea of establishing a definite line of Christian work was con-
ceived. The Association was encouraged and fostered by President Seerley and the faculty. 
Sincere and industrioLtS students worked for its success. Under these goodly influences it 
has been unusually prosperous. Starting with a membership of ten, it has grown until its 
numbers exceed the two hundred mark. Its influence has increased correspondingly until 
it is now one of the greatest agencies in the school for good. Through judicious manage-
ment the Association has been placed on so stable a financial basis that it is able not only 
to send representatives to stale but lo national conwntions - thus keeping in touch with 
the great religious movements of the day. No one religiously inclined is denied its oppor-
tunities - it offers the Gospel of Christ to all alike. 
The management of the organization is largely in the hands of a cabinet composed 
of the president and the chairmen of several committees. 
The officers for lfl0 1-l!l0:5 are as follows: 
l. JoHN LARSEN, President 7. LEVI CLARK, Membership 
2. E. D. HOUGLAND, Vice-President 8. A. D. MNl'HEws, Personal Work 
3. AUSTIN JOHNSON, Treasurer 9. FRED STEWART, Missionary 
4. KENNETH COLGROVE, Secretary 10. ARIEL PARISH, Social 
5. W. L. MAULSBY, Corresp. Secretary 11. GEORGE KRAMER, Music 
5. W. L. MAULSBY, Devotional Committee 12. LEO RANNEY, Train 
13. E. C. WISSLER, Temperance 6. L. U. TowLE, Bible Study 
Advisory Board :-PROFESSORS 
HERSEY, G. B. AFFLECK. 
I. S. CoNDI'1', C. P. CoLGRovE, H. C. CUMMINS. 
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THE NEWMAN CATHOLIC ASSOCIATION 
(BY l\L~THlLDA BtcKF.R.) 
The Newman Catholic Association. chartered in September J!l03, was organized for 
the safeguarding of Catholic interests. Its purpose is to enable the Catholic studen:s to 
acquire a clearer, fuller knowledge of the origin, history, beauty and excellence of the 
Sacred Scriptures; to enable them to realize that religion is an energizing force which reaches 
the root of character and is of utmost importance for the welfare of the individual and 
society: consequently it should never be divorced from education. 
Previous to this time a union had existed among the Catholic students. Their earn-
est efforts did much to pave the way for the present organization. As the number of Cath-
olic students increased, the bond of unity, common among members of the same faith, began 
to assert itself in a desire for a permanent union. The success in past years has shown 
the wisdom of this act. 
At present the society is in a flourishing condition. The course of study pursued 
during the year has been the study of the New Testament and among the books used for 
collateral reading are Gigofs General and Special Int1·oduction to the Sacred Scriptures 
and Goffine's Instructions on the Epistles and Gospels. 
Gradually a library has heen built up and many of the standard works are to be found 
here; also prominent magazines and other periodicals. 
The social side has not been neglected and a number of yery enjoyable receptions 
have been given during the year. 
The Society is deeply indebted to Rev. Donlon for his instruction on the Bible and 
all doctrinal questions as well as for his exhortations in the interests of the Apostleship of 
Prayer and the Total Abstinence Union. His zeal and earnest efforts have done much to 
place the Society upon a firm basis. 
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BIBLE STUDY DEPARTMENT OF THE 
Y. M. AND Y. W. C. A. 
(BY IRA s. CONDIT.) 
As at present organized in the Normal School, Bible study 1s 111 charge of a joint 
committee of the Y. l\I. and Y. 'vV. C. A. This committee attends to all the details of the 
work, such as organizing classes and appointing leaders, securing speakers for the rallies 
held at the opening of each te rm, and the financial conce rns. A member of the faculty, 
chosen by the committee, prepares the outlines for the lessons and meets the student leaders 
on Saturday mornings for an hour's study of the lesson which they a re lo present to their 
classes on the following morn ing. Prof. Ira S. Condit has had this work since the fall 
of 1898. 
A three-year course has been outlined giving one year to O ld Testament history, one 
to the life of Christ, and one to apostolic history. It is the plan of the committee to repeat 
this cycle of study. l t has been found that better results a re gained by the use of out-
lines adapted lo the special needs of the school, than could be had from outlines prepared 
for general use. 
For the winter term of 1904-1 no;;, there were fifty-three classes with a total enroll-
ment of :i70. All expenses a re met by free-will offerings taken in the classes each term. 
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A CORNER IN THE MUSEUM 
SHOWING LYNXES, BOB CATS, IOWA OWLS, MINERAL AND MARINE SPECIMENS 
THE MUSEUM 
The museum is not only a very interesting place but a very instructive one as well. 
Its main object is to give Iowa teachers a first-hand knowledge of Iowa plant and animal 
life and of Iowa minerals. Hence it is supplied with specimens collected with great care 
and thoroughness from all parts of the State. 
In addition to these a great many specimens of special interest from different parts 
of the world have been collected. There are 500 mineral specimens, 250 of birds and 75 
of mammals. Of reptiles, fish, corals, marine and fresh water life there are some 500 speci-
mens. Many of the most valuable of these were collect~d by Professor Arey, head of the 
science department, during his cruise in southern waters in 1893. 
The museum is used daily by students from the training school to the graduating 
classes and proves a most practical benefit. The above picture shows a corner of the 
museum. In the center are two wildcats from near Lansing, Ia., and a lynx from Duluth, 
Minn. To left and right are cabinets containing a complete collection of Iowa owls, the 
song birds of Iowa and alcoholic and dried marine specimens. On the opposite page is a 
view showing Iowa hawks and swans, pelicans, and Canada geese from the Cedar and 
Wapsie rivers. 
The picture at the bottom of the opposite page shows some of the facilities the 
science department has for the study of minute animal and vegetable life. This class of 
special primary teachers are studying the beauties of fresh waler algae under microscopes 
of 450 diameters. 
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CORNER OF MUSEUM 
SHOWING HAWKS, PELICANS, WILD GEESE AND SWANS 
SPECIAL PRIMARY CLASS 
STUDYING FRESH WATER ALGAE WITH HIGH POWER MICROSCOPES 
THE AUDITORIUM-SEATING CAPACITY 2500 
THE AUDITORIUM 
The first assembly hall of the Iowa State Normal School was the room now occupied 
by Prof. C. A. Fullerton as a class room. There the entire school assembled at chapel 
period and for all special gatherings. V/hen South Hall was built. the students congratu-
lated themselves on their splendid assembly room now known as t!1e old chapel. But the 
rapid growth of the school soon filled this lo overAowing and it was found necessary to 
divide the student body at the daily chapel exercises, the ad\'anced classes gathering in the 
chapel and the first years in i\Ir. Fullerton's room. then known as D chapel. This rapid 
growth continuing, the two assembly rooms were found inadequate and when in 1900 the 
state legislature made a generous appropriation for a ne\\; building, the present auditorium 
was planned that the institution might have an assembly hall large enough to hold all the 
students at chapel hour and the great crowds which gather evenings to listen lo lectures, 
concerts, school contests in oratory and debate, society open sessions. and at commence-
ment exercises. Before the anditorium was built it was necessary lo pro\'ide a great tent 
to accomodale the commencement \'isilors. 
The auditorium contains fifteen hundred opera chairs. Nine hundred are on the main 
floor and six hundred in the gallery. By raising the rolling partitions in the rear and plac-
ing camp chairs in the aisles and corridors one thousand more can easily be seated - mak-
ing a total of twenly-fi\'c hundred people seated in sight and easy hearing distance of the 
stage. 
The stage is large and roomy and raised so as to be in easy Yiew of the audience. 
_.\n expensive grand piano, rich \'elvel curtains, a beautiful brussels rug, and a set of burlap 
screens for background give it a pleasing setting. The auditorium is one of the most used 
rooms in the institution. Faculty and student body assemble here daily at the chapel hour. 
Students of oratory and debate practice here. Rehearsals of all musical and dramatic pro-
ductions are held here and in fact it is hard lo find a time when the auditorium is not 
being used by some student. 
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MACY CAMPBELL 
WINNER OF FIRST HONORS INTERSTATE ORATORICAL 
CONTEST, MILWAUKEE, WIS., MAY 12, 1905 
ORATORY AT NORMAL 
(BY H. G. HAYES.) 
As in all else Normal strives for the 
best in oratory. The course in public 
speaking is strong. The principle 9f 
giving thought and carving conviction 
prevails rather than mechanical forms 
of voice and g~sture. Not only is th<! 
instruction thorough but the students 
have done their share by adopting an 
excellent system for the development of 
orators through numerous contests. In 
the fall each of the men's societies holds 
a preliminary to choose its orators for 
the triangular contest which is held near 
the close of the term. This year the 
girls' societies adopted a similar course 
and had spirited contests in both the pre-
liminaries and the final. During the 
winter term occurs the preliminary to 
the inter-state contest, the participants 
usually being those who have partici-
pated ~n the inter-society contests. The 
winner of this contest receives a gold 
medal from the Alumni Association and 
represents Iowa in the inter-state con-
test, held under the auspices of the In-
ter-State League, composed of the Nor-
mal Schools of Wisconsin, Missouri, 
Kansas, lllinois, and Iowa. 
Macy Campbell of Pleasanton, repre-
sented us in the inter-state contest which 
was held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, this 
year and won first honors for Iowa 
Normal and incidentally a valuable gold 
medal and $.'i0.00 in gold with his ora-
tion on "The City and the System in American Politics." He has worked up through all the 
contests, having won first honors in five, and his success proves the value of untiring efforts. 
Miss Pierce and Miss Olliver have always given valuable training to all aspirants for 
oratorical honors. This year the trustees secured a special teacher in oratory and debating. 
Frank D. Eaman from Michigan University. and he has been untiring in his efforts to help 
all who wish to become proficient in public speaking. In his classes in oratory Pro-
fessor Eaman has given work in the 
study of the world's famous orators and 
their masterpieces. Through this study 
his students learned to judge a true ora-
tion, and by his talks and criticisms on 
oral work they improved rapidly in de-
livery. And outside his classes he has 
criticised outlines, blue penciled orations, 
and coached in delivery with a patience 
that never wearied. To him much cred-
it is due for the victory in the inter-state 
contest. The judges in this contest 
unanimously awarded Campbell first 
place and afterwards said, "We gave 
Iowa first because Campbell was the only 
one who talked to its." To reach this 
end is the aim of Professor Eaman in 
all his instruction. 
Not only has Professor Eaman done 
much for the school in oratory but he 
has been a pillar of fire in the debating 
field. His classes in argumentation have 
started many a young hopeful on the 
road to success in debate. Ile teaches 
the nature and value of the various 
kinds of argument and his students put 
this into practice in the preparation of 
briefs and debates. With each of the 
three debating teams that this year 
brought victory to Normal he did won-
ders. Under his guidance the men pre-
pared logical and forcible debates and 
catching the spirit of his gatling gun 
rebuttal they ably defended their posi-
tions. The school will lose much when 
it loses Eaman. 
FRANK D. EAMAN 
FRO\! l ' NJ\'ERSITY OF MICHIGAN HEAD OF DEPART~IENT 0 1' 
ORATOI{\' COACH OF ORATORS AND DEBATING TEAMS 
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DALLAS D. JOHNSON, FIRST SPEAKf<:I< JESSE MAN1LE, SECOND SPEAKER 
AMES-NORMAL DEBATE WON BY NORMAL 
On Friday, November •1th, Normal met the State College in the ninth annual debate 
held between the two institutions. The debate was held in the Normal auditorium before 
a large and enthusiastic audience. School yells and school colors were very much in evi-
dence and when at the close it was announced that Normal had won, pandimonium reigned. · 
Ames was represented by J. E. Bacchus, Leonard Paulson, and l\I. L. Bowman, powerful 
speakers chosen from the twelve hundred young men at the State College. After a long 
series of preliminaries Normal had chosen as her representatives Dallas Johnson of Gil-
man, Jesse l\Iantle of Cedar Falls and Jay T. ColgroYe of Russel with Harry Gordon Hayes 
of Prairie City as alternate. 
The question discussed was: '·Resolved, That the United States should adopt a sys-
tem of National Bank currency based on commercial assets, similar to the Canadian system, 
in preference to a system based on United States go,·ernment bonds.·' Normal affirmed, 
Ames denied. S. W. Stookey of Cedar Rapids was chairman of the evening; W. L. Eaton, 
Osage. E. J. Bealer, Cedar Rapids, and "\Iv. F. i\Iuse of Mason City judged the arguments 
presented. 
The debate was hard fought and spirited from start to finish, the Canadian system 
being one minute up and another minute clown, the ballance of battle being first with one 
team and then with the othc-r. When two able teams meet in such a debate, the fray is 
most interesting to the audience. 
The spleHdicl coaching Professor Eaman had given his team made them masters of 
rebuttal and in their closing speeches Llwy swamped Ames under an avalanche of the fiercest 
rebuttal ever heard here. The Ames 1eam fought stubbornly Lo the end but their closing 
speeches were no match for the Lhrnsts of :\Iantle Colgrove and Johnson. The judges gave 
two ,·oles to the affirmative ancl the ninth annual debate was won by Normal, making a 
total of six debates won by Normal to three by Ames. 
jAY T. COLGROVE, THIRD SPEAKf<:R H. G. HAYES, ALTERNATE 
GS 
] . foy CROSS, FIRST SPEAKER £0. HAAS, SECOND SPEAKER 
KANSAS-I OW A DEBATE WON BY IOWA 
On :\lay 8th, Normal sent Professor Eaman and his debating team. composed of J. 
Foy Cross of Shellsburg, Edel Haas of Le ;\Jars, and C. 0. Ruggles of Winfield, with Earl 
Hougland of Cedar Falls as alternate, clown into the Jayhawker State to try conclusions 
with the debating team of the Kansas State Normal, at Emporia, Kansas, in the second _ 
inter-c◊llegiate debate of the year. The Kansas State Normal is one of the largest in the 
United States and was represented by J\lessrs. :\leek. Brown, and Bird, considered the 
strongest debating team that had ever represented the Kansas Normal. 
The question, which had been submitted by Kansas, for this debate was as follows: 
"Constitutionality granted, there should be a graduated federal income tax on all indi-
vidual incomes after an exemption of $2,000." Iowa had chosen the negati,·e. 
The judges were, Hon. T. A. J\IcNeal, Topeka. Assistant State Superintendent Frank 
Dyer, Topeka, and 1\Ir. G. W. vVinans. Hutchinson. Kansas. 
i\1r. l\feek opened the debate for Kansas in such an able manner that the big audience 
felt sorry for the boys who had come all the way from Iowa on such a hopeless quest. 
Cross opened for Iowa and when he was through crossing the argument of J\lr. i\feek, the 
audience too ,ms meek. Brown came on next for Kansas and did things up brown, but 
Haas of Iowa was right after him and when he took his seal the gentleman from Kansas 
was a Haas been. J\lr. Bird was the last speaker for Kansas and the powerful way in 
which he presented his case, left no doubt that in debate he was a bird. But here Rug-
gles the closing speaker for Iowa knocked the calculations of the Jayhawkers into obliYion 
with a speech of which the State N annal Bulletin of Emporia. Kansas, says, "Ruggles clos-
ing speech had a whirlwind movement which scattered things in general. It was the speech 
which won the decision for Iowa and caused some of the Kansas boys to wish that he had 
missed his train or been delayed at least until the debate was over." The Bullcti11 con-
tinues, "This is the second of a series of annual debates between these schools. Iowa has 
won in both. :\Iuch of her success is cine to her excellent system of selecting and train-
ing debaters." 
Thus the hard work of the boys, the careful sifting of the men in the preliminaries 
and the excellent coaching of Professor Eaman brought victory to Iowa Normal in the 
second inter-collegiate debate of the year. 
I 
C. 0. RUGGLES, .AST SPEAKER EARL llOUGLAND, ALTERN'ATE 
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I 
\VALTER W, MILLER, FIRST SPEAKER KENNETH COLGROVE, SECOND SPEAKER 
·DRAKE-NORMAL DEBATE WON BY NORMAL 
A challenge to debate was received from Drake University at Des l\Ioines last winter 
and after careful consideration of the advisability of taking on a third inter-collegiate debate.-
the Debating League which is composed of ten members from each of the men's literary 
societies and which manages all inter-collegiate debates, decided to accept the challenge. 
Normal submitted the income tax question for discussion and Drake chose the affirmative. 
The debate was held in the Normal auditorium on the evening of May 18th, before a large 
and enthusiastic audience. 
Drake university was represented by D. I. McCahill, Roy E. Cubbage and L. L. Duke. 
Normal had sifted out from the many aspirants for places on her team, W. W. Miller of 
\Vaterloo, Kenneth Colgrove of Cedar Falls and Geo. Weber of Wapello, with J. B. Rob-
inson of Ottumwa as alternate. Both teams were composed of very able speakers and the 
audience was treated to one of the best debates ever held here. Normal had the best of 
the argument from the start and in the five minute rebuttal speeches allowed each speaker, 
:'.\Iiller, Colgrove and Weber overwhelmed their opponents although the Drake speakers and 
especially Mr. Duke who closed were very forcible. Normal made good use of charts in 
this debate, and Drake failed to touch them. 
Judge Z. A. Church of Jefferson, D. l\I. Kelley of Cedar Falls, and Harry Noland of 
Des Moines judged the arguments presented, and a mighty shout went up when it was 
announced that they had given the decision to Normal. Thus has Normal won all three 
of her inter-collegiate debates this year and with the two victories won last year over Ames 
and Kansas Normal, has the splendid record of five consecutive victories in debate. There 
a re two reasons for this great record- Eaman is a great coach, and Normal debaters arc! 
g reat workers. 
GEO. W. WEBER , THIRD SPgAKKR ]. B. ROBINSON, ALTERNATE 
• 
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A CORNER IN THE LIBRARY 
THE LIBRARY 
The abo1·e vie\\' of one corner of the library sho11·s the study tables and book stacb 
as they are open for use to the students. The library contains about 17.800 volumes besides 
all the standard magazines. hound volumes of the same. a pamphlet department of some 
3,000 numbers, a ne1Yspaper clipping department, a model library containing all the books 
selected by the state board for recommendation to public school libraries, and a professional 
magazine department containing all the best magazines on science, sociology, politics, music. 
art. manual training. physical training. etc. As fast as new departments are added to the 
school. library facilities for the use of these departments are added. 
It is the aim of the Board of trustees to make this the best and most complete 
teachers' library in the State and accordingly it has been made especially rich in profes-
sional and reference works. Fi,·e hundred volumes of the best fiction and numerous vol-
umes of ancient and modern ora1ory ;idd literary charm and the whole library is so accu-
rately arranged by means of the Dewey decimal system and so easily reached through a 
complete system of card indexes that it is an unlimited source of pleasure and profit to all 
students of the school. 
For the past eleven years the library has been under the efficient management of i\Iiss 
Anna Baker as chief librarian, and rhrough her watchful care it has constantly been kept 
most orderly and useable. She has been ably assisted by 11iss Ethel Arey, daughter of Pro-
fessor Arey, who has filled the office of assistant librarian for the past eleven years. In 
1900 the library had grown so large that it was found necessary to procure the services of 
an expert cataloguer and Miss Drenning, librarian and library organizer of Galena, Illinois, 
was secured to take charge of this important task. 
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REPERTOIRE CLUB 1!)04-5 
REPERTOIRE CLUB 
(Bv \VrnrFRBD MuHs.) 
In the month of January, J!Ju:J. a few earnest students of the repertoire classes, desir-
ing to further the cause of elocution and dramatic art, assembled in one of the Nonnal's 
recitation rooms and laid the foundation for a permanent organization to be known as the 
Repertoire Club. 
All students, who had successfully completed three or more terms' work in the depart-
ment of elocution were made eligible to membership in this association. 
Harry Gordon Hayes, who was at this first meeting made president, has proved him-
self worthy of the office by marshalling the Club through a very prosperous year. 
In accordance with the purpose for which it was organized, the Club has held several 
public entertainments . The first was given the first of February and the second the twenty-
eighth of the same month. Both were much praised by all who attended. But the last and 
greatest success was made on the evening of the twenty-eighth of April, when the balcony 
and nurse scenes from Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet" and Robertson's play "DaYid 
Garrick," were competently presented to the public. This was said to have been one of the 
finest entertainments ever presented by school talent, in our auditorium, and plainly showed 
the ability of the i11structo1-, 1\liss Enola Pearl Pierce, in the harmonious way in which it 
was carried out. 
Though the Repertoire Club 1s young, it 1s growmg and one sees 111 it now the germ 
of great future success. 
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COOKING CLASS AT WORK 
DOMESTIC SCIENCE- SEWING AND COOKING 
(BY :\JRs. ALlllA Mc:\L\IION'.) 
\York in domestic science was offered in the Iowa State Normal School for the first 
time in the fall of 190-1, when classes in sewing were organized. The first class of Normal 
students to enroll in this work numbered fifteen, six of whom were non-credit members. 
Students who seek a full credit in sewing work one and one-half hours daily, in addition 
to the time spent in recitation, while those who attend the meetings of the class but do no 
outside work, get one-half credit. The recitation periods arc spent by the class in sewing, 
while the teacher devotes her time to giving individual instruction upon the work in hand, 
and to general instruction 011 textile materials, and on methods of teaching sewing in the 
grades. 
The first class exercise in practical cooking was held in the new kitchen on January 
rn, mo.:;, and was participated in by twe!Ye young ladies. The method followed during the 
,,·inter term was the typical cooking school plan for class-work, each student cooking the 
same thing at the same time. At the beginning of the spring term, an entirely ne\\· method 
of work was introduced, the object of every lesson being the preparation of a complete meal. 
The work is assigned beforehand to the various members of the class. Each alternate meal 
is sen·ed to the cooking class as a body, while inten·ening meals are served to guests in-
vited in turn by the yarious members of the class. 
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SEWING CLASS AT WORK 
WOODWORKING SHOP-MANUAL TRAIN,ING DEPARTMENT 
WORK ING IN WOOD 
THE MANUAL TRAINING DEPARTMENT 
(BY C. S. HAllHlOCK.) 
The \\·ork oi this department is to prepare teachers and directors of manual train-
ing for elementary and secondary schools. Courses are planned to meet the needs of teach-
ers of all grades, and sufficient equipment of the very best quality is provided. A course in 
the history, philosophy and pedagogy of manual training, together with an extensive study 
of equipment and courses of study is a very important feature. Technical work is given in 
woodwork, cabinet making, wood turning and pattern making, etc., bookbinding, leather, 
can·ing, whittling. bent iron, thin metal, wea\·ing, basketry, and such other crafts as readily 
lend themselves to school conditions. The aim is to thoroughly prepare teachers for this 
important line of public education. The students l1ave taken a great deal of interest in this 
department. The \,·ork done by them was put on display at the close of the winter term and 
many ,\·ere surprised to see such a large and varied assortment of work. The basket weav-
ing and raffia work were especially interesting, while the wood carving, leather work and 
bookbinding were all highly praised. Besides the woodworking shop shown in the pict-
tires, there is a well equipped drafting room, where the students learn to draw their own 
plans, make blue prints and estimates for their \vork. The material used is paid for hy the 
students and the articles made belong to them. 
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FRANK HAMILTON 
CAPTAIN TRACK Tl!AM 1905-GREATEST COLLEGE 
SPRINTER IN IOWA 
TRACK ATHLETICS 
During the past few years track athletics ha,·e 
boomed at Normal. The splendid new gyrnna, i.-
um with its indoor running track and ample ac-
commodations for indoor jumping, vaulting, 
hurdling and practice in the weights has enabled 
Physical Director Affleck and coach Pell to de-
Yelop a strong team during the winter months 
while outdoor work is impossible, and the excel-
lent athletic field with its speedy quarter mile 
cinder track give all that could be desired by the 
most ardent athletes. Great interest has been 
taken in this department of athletics by the stu-
dents, because Normal has had some of the star 
athletes of the state and her track team has 
brought home many victories. 
This year's team has kept up the winning 
pace. In the dual meet held with the Iowa 
State U niYersity's team on Normal's field, Nor-
mal won a gratifying number of points, and t\Yo 
weeks later in the Iowa Conference meet held on Norma l's field, Normal was victorious 
over Cornell, Penn and Upper Iowa by a large margin. In the inter-state meet held at 
Milwaukee, Wis., we were again victorio11s by a large score, this making the fourth con-
secuti,·e Yictory in track athletics Iowa Normal has enjoyed over the normals of Wiscon •• 
sin, Illinois, i\lissonri and Kansas. As we go to press great preparations are being made 
by Normal to take part in the state meet at Des 1\Joines. An excursion train will be run 
and a mighty effort made to capture a goodly number of points. This year's track team 
was captained by Frank Hamilton (9) of Grinnell, Iowa, better known as "Reddic," the 
greatest college sprinter in Iowa. He holds the records at Normal in the 100 yd .. 220 yd .. 
and HO yd. dashes. Last year he won all three of these events in the Track Union meet 
held at Cedar Rapids, and was first in the 220 yd. and HO yd. dashes at the State meet, 
taking second in the 100 yd. dash. This year he took all three of these events in the meet 
with the State University and great things are expected of him in the State meet. He is 
a yery easy and graceful runner and his endurance is phenominal. Reddic i's also a great 
broad jumper and holds the Normal record in this event. Starr Wilson (10) of Farn-
hanwille managed the finances of the team this year and did some good work in the relay 
races and pole \'ault. T. E. Jones (8) of Crescoe has made a great record on our team. 
He holds the hammer, discu, and high and low hurdle records and his splendid work has 
helped win many a Yictory for Normal. Geo. Engleman (15) late of Simpson College, is 
a new man of great promise. He has tied the school record in the high jump and in the 
yault goes ten feet with ease. Noble (12) of Cedar Falls, is a new man who shows great 
promise in the HO yd. and 880 yd. runs. Lewis Currell of Traer has done great work this 
year in the long distances and now holds both the mile and two mile records. J oe Wright 
(7) of Cedar Falls has been a strong man in the weight events. Shearn (2), Walters (3), 
Barns (+), and 1\Ierner (,i), all of Cedar Falls, are coming new men, 1\Ierner being espe-
cially good in the 220 yd. clash. :i\[atheny (16), 1\Iartin (13) of Peterson, Lundby (17) 
of Corely, Stimpson ( 18) of Conway, Petrie (11) of Hudson. and Boyd (6) are new men 
of promise in the runs. vVallace (El) of Cedar Falls is a high jumper and hurdler of note, 
and Kramer (H) of Ackley does very pretty work in the vault. Prof. Affleck (1) and 
coach Pell. the famous Drake athlete. haYe clone much to adYancc track athletics at Normal. 
The school records in track and field e,·ents arc as follows: 
EvE:N'J'. vVoN BY YE,\R. RECORD. 
100 Yd. Dash. .. .... F. Hamilton ...... ·01-·05 ....................... 10 Sec. 
Pole Vault .. . .. .... ... \Vil! Wood ...... 190+ ............... .... .. JO ft. 6 in. 
16-lb. Shot ... .... ...... . ]. Dunkerton ...... 1903 ...... ... ......... . 36 ft. 51/, in. 
Running Broad Jump ..... F. Hamilton ...... 1005 ... ... ........... .. 21 ft. 31/, \n. 
16-lb. Hammer Thro\\' ..... T. E. Jones .... .. 190.3 .................... 113 ft. 4 m. 
120-yd. Hurdles ... J. C. and T. E. Jones ...... ·o+-'O.i .............. . ........ 17 sec. 
High Jump .. D. Campbell. G. Engleman ...... ·o+-·o.; .................... . 5 ft. 8 Ill. 
440-ycl. Dash .... ........ .. F. Hiarni !ton ...... l \J05 ....................... 521/, sec. 
220-yd. Dash ............. F. Hamilton ...... 190+ ............ . . ......... .. 23 sec. 
880-ycl. Run ....... ... . .. Don Campbell. ..... '03-'0+ ........ . ...... :2 min. 61/, sec. 
Discus Thro\\ . .... . ....... T. E. Jones ...... 190+ ............ ........ 102 ft. 5 111. 
220-yd. Hurdles ........... T. E. Jones ...... 100.5 ....................... 26½ sec. 
1\Iile Run .................. L. Currell. ..... 190+ .......... ... ... + min. 501/, sec. 
Two 1\lile Run .. .... ....... L. Currell ...... l!lO.i ................. 10 min. 21 sec. 
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TRACK TEAM 1905 
EN6'LEM.llN HIOH JV/1?1 NG .SJ?T 7/2/N. H,t:JM/LWN WIJVHUv'GIOOYD.])ASHINJQF.I,AT-
SNAP SHOTS OF FIELD WORK 
A CLASS OF GIRLS IN THE GYMNASIUM SWIMMING POOL 
.. 
THE SWIMMING POOL 
The value placed upon a nalorium as a part of a gymnasium's equipment 1s usually 
an underestimate, because people generally see in it only a pro\·ision for a certain amount 
of sport for a small percentage of the student body. It ·is true that as a means of recrea-
tion, the swimming pool is a source of pleasure, dming all seasons of the year, lo those 
who haye attained proficiency in handling themselves in the unstable element. 
But there arc several other respects in which this part of the equipment is of spc-
<:ial ach·antage. There is perhaps no bcltPr all-round exercise than swimming. All the 
larger muscles of trunk and limbs are brought into moderate use. the position of the chest 
and trunk is essentially good, and the \1·ork demanded of heart and lungs in ordinary swim-
ming is well calculated lo de,·elop their functional power. 
From the standpoint of utility and· safety the ability to S\\·im may be a means Lo 
the assistance of others in case of accident. or al least to the care for oneself. In any case 
the consciousness of such po11·er is 11·orth not a little as a source of self-confidence. 
To those, whose desire for competition is strong, the pool offers unexcelled oppor-
tunities for a trial of skill and pro\1·ess. Fancy swimming and diving, swimming against 
time, obstacle races, life saving practice. distance and high diving. recoYery of objects, leap 
frog, waler polo, etc., arc a fe\1· of the many forms of contest \1·hicl1 require both skill and 
,endurance and \1·hicl1 haYe a fascination never C\'en suspected by the uninitiated. 
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BASEBALL 
(BY R. B. LELAND.) 
Baseball at Normal has seemed to lake a slump during the past three years and while 
the team this spring has not been as successful as was to be hoped in the early games, 
still we haYe had as good if not better material than we have had in years. The men 
\\·ere energetic and worked harder than they did last year or the one previous. The trouble 
has been that other work conflicted so that the team has not been able to be at its best. 
R. B. Leland as captain held clown the position he has played three years, in the cen-
ter garden. The team was under the management of Austin Johnson, the star "t\\'irler" 
who held the slate collegiate champions down lo four hits and struck out nine of their best 
"sluggers." Behind the bat was Harry Ogden. He seems lo haYe found his call~1g, as 
he plays a steady, consistent game and keeps all prospecti,·e base-stealers guessing. The 
initial bag was coyered by \i\Tright and liaas; both men are rnre and steady and above all 
are reliable "stickers." Normal has made a find this year in her second baseman, R. L. 
Patty. He is exceptionally good, coyering his base better than has been clone since the days 
of the mighty A. D. :\filler. "Duddy" Wallace quickly earned his title to short and has 
played a good game al! season, being especially handy in running the bases. The third bag 
which is the hardest to cover has likewise been the weakest spot on the team. Both Dick-
man and Parish played stellar ball at times but showed weakness in a "pinch." The "outer 
gardens" were well supplied. In left was our "southpaw" John Hilliard and a ball player 
from the ground up. Besides he has done much lo keep the team in good humor, which is 
no mean quality in a player. As has been said. center was filled by Leland who holds the 
highest fielding average of the team; right was coYerecl by Huffman and Stewart the lat-
ter of whom was inj urecl early in the season but is a good al round ball player. Of the 
second team the best are \i\Thittan, pitcher, who will uncloubteclly do much of Normal's slab 
\\·ork next spring; Cherney who, while small, plays a remarkably good game at short and 
captained the "scrubs'' and :\J. Johnson a promising first baseman. 
\Ve have "fielclecl'' as well as any team in the state, but the great fault has been in 
not being able to successfully conn!'!ct with the ball when at bat. 
Of this year's team, Leland, Johnson, Ogden, Wright, Wallace, Parish, and Stewart 
will not return; but there wili be left a fine nucleus for the team of 1906. It is to be hoped 
that that team will be more prosperous than the one this year. Normal has the material 
and all that is necessary is to get the team work clown to perfection and culti,·ate a batch 
of ''batting eyes." 
The men as they appear 111 the picture are: 
1. P A'l"l'Y, 2d base 
:?. 11 UFFlllAN, right field 
STEW.\RT, right field 
4. D1cKl\L\N. 3d base 
.3. HAAS, 1st base 
G. LEL.~ND (Captain), center field 
so 
'i'. 
8. 
\J. 
10 . 
ll. 
1 :?. 
JOHNSON ( :\Ianager), pitcher 
WRIGHT, 1st base 
P.\RISH, 3d base 
\A/ AI,LACf., short stop 
OGDEN, catcher 
lltLLIARD, left field 

September 23-Normal 
October 1-
October 8-
October 15-
October 22-
November 3-
November 12-
November 19-
November 2-!-
FOOTBALL SEASON OF 1904 
76: Industrial School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
36·: Simpson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
0: Ames ................................... 17 
17 :Cornell ................................. 11 
6: Iowa ................................... 11-
75: Coe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
6: Penn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
6: Drake .......................... . ....... 213 _ 
13: Creighton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Total .......... . ............ 228: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76 ,, 
During the season of J!l0-!, Kormal was represented on the gridiron by the fastest 
team in the history of the institution. A glance at the preceding schedule will show that 
Normal not only met the leading teams of the state but that she piled up just three times 
as many points as her adYersaries. 
Beginning the season by defeating the Industrial School 76 to 5, and Simpson 36 to 
0, clearly developed the idea that the Normal team was of unusual strength. The next 
game was with Ames, and although Normal put up a great game, she was defeated. The 
team then tried conclusions with Cornell, and Normal was victorious, notwithstanding the 
fact that the team received 70 yards in penalties and that Cornell had all the luck on he'r 
side. Next Normal played a wonderful game against the University team which showed 
such dogged fighting spirit this year and which held the i\Iinnesota giants to 11 points. 
The team clearly outclassed the Uni,·ersity in speed, but could not overcome the extra 
weight of the University men. The game ended with the score Iowa 11, Normal 6. Then 
came Normal's old rival Coe, and in this game the team exemplified its ability by fairly 
running circles around the Presbyterians and defeating them by the score of 75 to 0, with 
one exception, the largest score ever made against a college team in Iowa. Penn and 
Normal then played a tie game at Oskaloosa. This was largely due to injuries and sick-
ness which kept some of the best men out of the game for the remainder of the season. 
In the game with Drake, Normal lost her hope for the coveted third place in the state, by 
going down to defeat by the largest score made against the team this year. On Thanks-
giving day the team of 190-! fought its last and one of its most brilliant battles, downing 
the famous Creighton team at Omaha, 6 to 0. 
The season's record is due to two important factors. One is the able and efficient 
coaching of the assistant physical director C. A. Pell, and the other is the untiring efforts 
of the captain, J. W. Strawn, who could always be heard urging his men on to victory 
where defeat seemed certain. Captain Strawn at all times commanded the good will of 
the team into which he had enthused such a determined fighting spirit. 
PERSONAL OF TEA:\I. 
1. WM. CASEY, Cedar Falls, L. T. 10. J. W. STRAWN, Captain, Cedar Falls, R. E. 
2. H. G. l\IARTIN, Royal, R. G. 11. GEo. WALLACE, Cedar' Falls, L. H. 
3. T. E. JONES, Cresco, F. B. 12. JAMES EHRET, Hudson, L. E. 
4. J. S. WRIGHT, Cedar Falls, C. 13. WM. YAEGER, Agency, R. T. 
5. AFFLECK, Physical Director. 14. ASA l\IATHEWS, Cedar Falls, Sub. 
6. RALPH PATTY, Redfield, Sub. 15. STARR WILSON, Farnhamville, R. H. 
7. Eo. HAAS, Le Mars, Sub. 16. FERRAL HusTON, Crawfordsville, Q. B. 
8. C. A. PELL, Coach. 17. CARL MERNER, Cedar Falls, Sub. 
9. A. J. MEYER, Oelwein, L. G. 
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' FOOTBALL TEAM 1904 
T. E. JONES 
CHOSEN CAPTAIN AND RIGHT HALF OF 
ALL-IOWA FOOTBALi .. TF . ..I 1904 
JOE S. WRIGHT 
C H OSEN CENTER ON ALL-IOWA FOOTBALL 
TEAM 1904 
G IRLS BASKET BALL T EAM 1905 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
CHAMPION BASKET BALL TEAM - FALL TERM 
OLIVE OLANDER-Left Center. 
1°1 ARRIE'l' ODLE-Forward. 
EFFrr. MADSON-Guard. 
Er.LEN HULL-Left Center. 
7. 
8. 
fJ. 
CAROL SMITH-Guard. 
l\lAUDf. DAVIS-Forward. 
3. GERTIE GERKEN-Right Center. 
6. lv~ DRESSER-Forward. 
JO. 
J 1. 
Eu,A WASEM-Captain Center. 
OcF.AN Dos H-Right Center. 
l\J1ss PAFFF.NDORF-Physical Director. 
The above cut represents the girls' champion basket ball team of the fall term of 
J904. This team was chosen by J\Iiss Paffendorf from the third term physical training 
class. Only two of the girls had played before, but under the excellent coaching of J\Iiss 
Paffendorf they defeated a team chosen from the fifth term physical training class, all of 
whom had had several terms of experience in basket ball. · 
Three games were played, the third term girls winning the first and the third, and 
the fifth term girls, the second. Score 3 to 2. 
These were the first contested games under the auspices of the new physical director, 
~Iiss Paffendorf. 
THE 1905 TEAM 
Soon after Christmas the 190.3 ladies' basket ball team, shown on the preceding page, 
was organized. After a few weeks of practice the West Waterloo high school girls were 
defeated by a score of 6 lo 3. A return game was played on April 3, and the high school 
gir ls again met their Waterloo, Normal win ning by a score of 10 to 0. A banquet was 
given the Waterloo girls by the team, assisted by :;\liss Paffendorf, and a really delightful 
time was enjoyed. 
The line-up of the team which has played such spirited games is as follows: 
l\luHS, captain, center; HEMSWOR'l'H and VINALL, forwards; ~lcNAI,LY and KNIGHT, 
guards; SEERLEY and HURST, forwards; HELEN SEJ-:RtliY and vV ALTERS, guards; H F.NPERSON 
and PARISH, center. 
I 
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BASKET BALL TEAM 1905 
MEN'S BASKET BALL 1904-5 
(BY GEORGE ENGLEMAN.) 
Basket ball under the management of Joe Wright and captaincy of George Wallace 
had a successful season. Owing to the late completion of the gymnasium, and the conse-
quent delay in the organization of our team, the beginning seemed dark. However, Cap-
tain Wallace rallied his men and by constant effort succeeded in placing a winning team 
in the field. Games were played with Waterloo Y. l\f. C. A., Epworth College, Western 
College, Independence Y. i\I. C. A. and Upper Iowa University. Among those who are 
candidates for basket ball honors are-
(1) JoE WRIGHT, (2) FRJW STUART, (3) GEORGE ENGisEMAN, (4) CARL MERNER, (5) 
STARR WILSON, (6) DAYID McILRAVY, (7) ToM111y JONES, (8) GEORGE WALLACE, and BAIN. 
Good head work, consistent team work, swift guarding and sure passing marked all 
the games. We have a fine place for this interesting game in the gallery room of our 
new gymnasium, and the support giYen the team was very satisfactory, leaving money in 
the treasury. 
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PHYSICAL TRAINING IN THE GYMNASIUM 
GYMNASIUM WORK FOR WOMEN 
(BY E~JMA D. PAFF£l\DORF.) 
The picture on the pre1·ious page rcprcscnls one of our classes in the gymnasium at 
work. It numbers about eighty and has been the largest class of the winter term. The 
room is on the first floor and is equipped with ali kinds of hand apparatus; wands, bar-
bells, indian-clubs and dumb-bells. On the next floor of the gymnasium is found a room 
similar in size lo this, having a gallery. This is supplied with all kinds of hea,·y appara-
tus, horses, bucks, ladders, rings, ropes, poles, etc. The Iowa State Normal gymnasium 
for women is second to none in the country. 
vVhen a student enters the gymnasium the first tcrm·s 11"ork consists of body build-
ing and corrective exercises, tactics. bar-bells, fancy steps and games. In the second and 
third term the exercise and marching become more difficult; dumb-bells and indian clubs 
are introduced and beginning work on the heavy apparatus. 
of which is shown on the opposite page, is ,·cry interesting 
for individuality, enables the pupil lo handle his body and 
The apparatus work, a picture 
as well as beneficial. It allows 
strengthen the muscles. There 
have been some objections made to apparatus work by some educators. but the opinion of 
the majority is that apparatus work under competent supen·ision is of great benefit. 
But the danger lies in having a gymnasium without the proper supervision. In such 
cases the students may try lo perform "stunts" they have seen others do and practice exer-
cises for which they arc physically unable. Before apparatus is introduced in a class the 
indi1·iduals should have thorough training in free gymnastics, muscle training and muscle 
hardening. 
This holds true also for basket ball and other out-door games. Every basket ball 
player should have had previous physical examination, gymnastic training and while play-
ing should be taking other work in the gymnasium. A great deal depends on the coach. 
Women ·s teams should always ha Ye women coaches and they should understand the work, 
always carefully watching for signs of fatigue. Basket ball makes larger demands on the 
heart and lungs than the player realizes and herein lies the danger. This can be avoided 
by proper training and when it is regulated is one of the best things for, the heart as it 
trains it lo strength and endurance. 
Basket ball develops physical and moral self-reliance, self-control and the ability to 
meet success and defeat with dignity. All exercise should be for the sake of developing 
the body and mind, lo preserve health, and correct defects. 
In every public school there should be a gymnasium. 
It is foolish lo cram brains and deform bodies. The sports and games that require 
mind, muscle, nerve and judgment, should be taught. To the well-deYeloped and strong, 
life seems rich and full of opportunities, ohslaclcs small, success easy. 
"It is a duty \\·e 0ll"e ourseh·cs and our ::-.Jaker lo give our physical as well as our 
mental constitution a fair chance for groll"th, health and imprm·ement." 
"It is not a mind, not a body that we have to educate; it is a man of whom \Ye are 
not to make t11·0 beings.'' 
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ADVANCED GYMNASIUM CLASS AT WORK WITH APPARATUS 
No. 1-Round's Bluff, the 
Mecca of hundreds of 
Normal students on 
warm spring days when 
the sun smiles and wild 
flowers dot the fresh 
green woods. 
No. 2 - Up the railroad 
track from the bluffs, the 
favorite strolling place 
of N ormalites on Sun-
day afternoons. 
No. 3 -A quiet nook of the 
river, made merry on 
summer evenings by the 
boatman's song and in 
winter by the ring of 
many skates. 
No. 4 -The bridge over the 
C e _d a r (an exquisite 
place for viewing the 
moon at midnight). 
bi~Y,?~J$1'~~~~:WJ$1'~~J$1'~J$1'~~~~ r~~ - - -~~ -. ~~ - -~ 
I THIRTIETH YEAR 
i ~.M----19_o_s~-19os I 
I t; . . I 
I f i ij 
~ ~ I·.. ~ SOUTH EAST VIEW fltCalendar for School Year 
FALL TERM, September 5 to November 29 
WINTER TERM, December 5 to March 14 
SPRING TERM, March 20 to June 13 
SUMMER TERM, June 16 to July 27 
Characteristics of the Work 
I . Thorough in preparation for teaching. 
~.A,, 2. Large election in variety of courses. • ~ 
~ 3. Classes graduate four times a year. ~ I 4. Special attention given to music, art, practice in teaching, physical training I ~.. .• and domestic science. •. ~ 5. The greater part of the program of studies can be obtained any term. ~ I If preparation fot public school teaching is desired, investigate by writing ~ for bulletin giving particulars. I 
~A, HOMER H. SEERLEY, President 
~~~~~~~~~~=;~~!  -~~~~Ii{.~~:  -~pi~~~\~ 
Let Us Show You 
Spring Hats, Spring Caps 
Spring O'Coats 
Spring Suits 
M. W. SAWYER 
Clothier 
For your graduating suit come. 
and see Gust. Nykvist, Tailor, 
Cedar Falls, Iowa. Odd Fellow's 
Temple. 
Spalding's Official Athletic 
Almanac for 1905 
Should be read by every college student, as 
it contains the record of all college athletes and 
all amateur events in this country and abroad. 
This is the largest Athletic Almanac ever 
published containing ~20 pages, numerous illus-
trations of prominent athletes and track teams. 
Price 10 Cents 
For sale by all Newsdealers and 
A. G. SPALDING & BROS. 
New York- Chicago- Philadelphia- San Francisco 
Cedar Falls School of Music 
ODD FELLOWS TEMPLE 
Mr. and Mrs. B. Dubbert .... Directors 
Offe rsSystematicTraining and Thorough 
Musical Education at Moderate Expense 
Residence, 914 Washington St. 
Dr. G. E. BOYCE 
Waterloo's Noted 
Ophtalmologist and 
Eye Specialist 
Scientific Fitting of Glasses for H eadache and 
all other Eye Troubles 
202 Syndicate Bldg. WATERLOO 
The Pfeiff er Co. 
~EADING DRUGGISTS 
PRACTICAL OPTICIANS 
Glasses Scientifically Treated 
E yes Tested Free 
Teachers Wanted! 
If you want a good position it will pay 
you to write to The Inter-State Teach-
ers' Bureau, 2510 Chicago St., Omaha, 
Neb. Our terms are lower than those 
of any other agency and we guarantee 
prompt and reliable service. W rite for 
free pamphlets. 
SPRING STYLES 
MEN'S SUITS, TOP COATS 
SHIRTS, NECKWEAR 
Now on Display 
Wilson Harlan Co. 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 
Cedar Falls Foremost Clothiers 
Students 
We carry the best 
line of Men's Fur-
nishings in the city 
Willard & Alexander 
W. J. Fitzsimmons 
NORMAL GROCERY 
and MEAT MARKET 
FRUITS and CANDIES 
1r .., 
CALL AND SEE OR SEND ORDERS 
□ 
GEO. W. HUGHES 
Piano Tuner 
915 Main St. Cedar Falls 
A Postal Card address as abr.~v·e will receive 
prompt atten ion and the be nefit of over 25 
years' factory and waren;>f"m practice. 
Try it. Bell 'Pho11P 173. 
BAGGAGE! 
Have Ci:.rk's Dray Line haul your bag-
gage to the depot when the Spring term 
closes. Both Telephones 
NOBBY SPRING STYLES OF 
Clothing and 
Furnishings 
FOR YOUR INSPECTION 
ISRAEL'S 
207 Main Street 
A fine line of Sterling Silver Spoons 
from 40c up 
LoyeU Jewelry Store 
I REPAIR 
WATCHES AND JEWELRY 
Normal Pins 0. F. LOYER Class Pins 
Ribbons 
Hosiery 
Underwear 
Jeweler 
Tennis Shoes 
Overshoes 
Rubbers 
Stationery 
at McKees 
J. D. Thompson N. J. Christiansen 
THOMPSON & 
CHRISTIANSEN 
City Property for Sale, Rent or 
Exchange .... Some Special Bar-
gains in Normal Hill Property ... 
Call on or write us at once 
OFFICE OVER 0 . K. SHOE STORE 
BOX 96 
DENTISTRY 
Gold Crowns, ............. $ 5 . 00 
Porcelain Crown..... .... 4.00 
Gold Fillings .... .. up from 1.00 
Gold Bridge Work, tooth 5.00 
Gold and Porcelain ... . .... 5.00 
Silver Crowns ....... ...... 4.00 
Silver Fillings . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
Silver Bridge Work, tooth 4.00 
Sets of Teeth in Rubber, $5.00; Aluminum, 
Gold or Porcelain P lates at same ratio of re-
duced prices. These prices obviate the neces-
sity of anyone neg1ecting these very essential 
organs. My work is all that care, skill and ex-
perience can make it, and satisfactory in all 
detai ls. I conduct my business according to 
the Golden Rule. Open evenings, 7 to 8. 
Write for Dates 
G. H. Editinton, D. D. S. 
Second floor, Syndicate Block 
WATERLOO, IOWA 
The State University of Iowa 
Offers Better Opportunities for Summer School Work 
Than Any Other Institution in Iowa, Because: 
1. No other summer school in the state offers so large and well arranged an assort-
ment of studies. 
2. These courses are especially arranged to meet the needs of the teachers of the state . 
3. No other institution in the state provides as strong a corps of instructors . 
4. No other school has one-half the laboratory resources. 
5. No other school is equipped with so large and complete a library. 
6 . No other institution in the state offers you opportunities to do graduate work and 
provides you with facilities for its conduct . (Tuition free to graduate students.) 
7. No other school provides opportunity for library training. 
8. ~o other summer school provides a better location for a summer's study than Iowa 
City with its beautiful homes . Good board and rooms may be had as cheaply here as in any 
other ci ty in the state. 
0. No other institution in the state is better able to assist you if you desire a position 
in the public schools of the state. In the past the University has been unable to meet the 
demand made upon it for trained teachers. 
If you are planning summer school work write for special 
announcement giving full information. Address, 
Iowa City, Iowa. GEORGE E. MacLEAN, Pres. 
New Spring Styles 
In Shoes and Low Shoes. We have all 
sizes, all widths, the biggest variety to 
select from. 
We take special pains in properly fit-
ting your feet. We can give you lace or 
button, tan or black. 
Do you wear Rubber Heels? 
THE LEADER C. J. WILD, Prop. 
Have your Sitting at the 
AUSTIN ART GALLERY 
31 7 Yz Main Street 
The up-to-date picture shop 
and be pleased 
L. 0. Robinson's 
ls the best place to go for 
Dry Goods, Dress Goods 
and Silks. All new stock 
Lowest prices 
Paul' Davis DryGoods Co. 
603-605 Commercial Street Waterloo, Iowa I 
Students will find it to their advantage to 
come to this store. We will allow your 
car fare on a purchase, and we will name 
the underselling price on Jackets, Shirt 
Waists, Shirt Waist Suits, Wash Skirts; 
all ready-to-wear garments. Come and see 
the elegant line of Shirt Waists at $1.00. 
C. C. C. College 
The Capital City Commercial College of Des Moines, Iowa, is recog-
nized everywhere as a leader among business training schools. Its courses 
of smdy are broad and the instruction is thorough. It is the most finely 
equipped commercial schoo l in the West. 
l t is recommended by the leading educators of Iowa, and by business 
men everywhere. 
It assists its graduates in finding desirable situations. 
The following courses are maintained: Commercia l, S horthand and 
Typewriting, Penmanship, English Training and Commercial Science. 
If you will spend from six months to a year ,vith us a ft er completing 
the work you have plann ed to do at the I. S. N. S., it will greatly increase 
your earn in g power. 
\Ve have excellent boarding facilities at low rates. 
For a comp lete catalogue giving detailed information, address, 
W. 1-1. McCAULEY, Pres. 
Des Moines1 Iowa 
Ask yourself the Question Can you afford to 
venture into the busi-
ness world without a thorough knowledge of business methods 
and customs? 
The Cedar Rapids 
Business College 
Gives the most thorough and comprehensive course of commer-
cial and short hand training of any similar school in the State. 
Thousands of its graduates are filling positions of prornin-
e nee and trust. 
The school is endorsed by the leading educators a nd busi-
n~ss men of the West. 
· For beautiful illustrated Quarter-CenturyCatalog, Address 
CEDAR RAPIDS BUSINESS COLLEGE, 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
The Students' Bank 
We make a specialty of catering to the students' 
trade. We have the largest capital and surplus of any 
bank in the city. We will do our best to please you. 
Cedar Falls National Bank 
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE 
The Educational Exchange 
Enjoys the confidence of teachers and employers 
because it confines itself to a Legitimate Business on 
Conservative Lines. We should be pleased to ex-
plain our plans to you. Address : 
HENRY SABIN, 
Manhattan Bldg. Des Moines, Iowa 
Buy Your Shoes at the Economy, 
Students! 
See our T an and P atent Leather Shoes. 
They are new and therefore right. 
$2.00 to $4.00 
THE ECONOMY Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Citizens' National Bank 
United States Depository 
Students always welcome to have 
your drafts cashed at this bank and to 
deposit for use as you need it. 
l. H. SEVERIN, President W. N. HOSTROP, Cashier 
A, BOYSE.V, Vice-Pres. 0. H. LEONARD, Ass't Cashier 
For Ladies' and Gent's Tailoring 
CALL ON 
Thomsen & Brown 
Merchant Tailors 
116 Main Street Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Learn Banking 
While at school without any ex-
pense you can learn the methods 
of keeping a bank account. You 
will find this a safe way to keep 
your funds as well as a conveni-
ent and systematic way to dis-
burse them. Call and ask us to 
~how you. 
State Bank of Cedar Falls 
In the Middle of the Block 
Prices Right Both Phones 
THOMAS 
The up=to=date Liveryman 
Will give you the finest 
rig and best service. 
When in need of a rig 
call on him and be con-
vinced. 
111 WASIIINGTON STREET 111 
Bancrofts' 
Greenhouse 
Is headquarters for Plants 
and Cut Flowers. We in-
vite you to come and see us. 
Cor. Twelfth and Tremont, 
Cedar Falls, Iowa. Both 
'Phones. 
Catalogue Free 
Chase's Jewelry Store 
510 MAIN ST. 
THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN TO 
Have Repairing Done- Buy Watches, 
Clocks, Jewelry and Silverware -
Find Latest 1\ovelties and Up-to-
Date Goods - Order Class Rings,Pins, 
Society Badges and Medals. 
H. L. Chase & Company 
Boehmler 
Bros. 
HARDWARE .. TINWARE 
PLUMBING ... HEATING 
IS THE PLACE TO BUY 
Pocket Knives, 
Razors, Scissors, 
Hardware Supplies 
LADIES 
Try Paterson's I. S. N. S. Shoes 
All Styles. All Leathers. One Price 
$3.00 
PATERSON 
305 MAIN STREET 
CEDAR FALLS, IA. 
Everybody Eats! 
The Normal Restaurant 
and Bakery is the place 
to get a square meal. 
Come to us when you 
want a spread. Home-
made Pies and Cakes a 
Specialty. 
Hougland Bros. 
184,,- 1900 
The Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. 
NEWARK, N . J. 
Conspicuous for the Following Reasons: 
Leading Annual Dividend Co. 
No stockholders. 
No ton tine, or deferred dividend accumula-
tions to be forfeited in case of death or lapse. 
Economical management. 
Large return to policy holders. 
Insurance furnished at cost. 
L.B. STEWART, Agt., Cedar Falls, la. 
Normal PhotoGallery 
For Fine Photos 
At very reasonable prices is unexcelled . 
We have some new novelties Mounts 
and Etchings. 
G. W. CLARK 
Cedar Falls Hardware 
Company 
IS THE PLACE TO BUY 
HARDWARE SUPPLIES 
Where Shall I Invest? 
You will make no mistake if you 
take a policy with the Equitable Life 
Insurance Co. of Iowa. 
Call on G. W. Dickey, District Agt., 
Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
Darner's Steam Laundry 
Special Rates to students. 
$1.25 for $1.00. Old Phone, 
186. 115 West 1st Street. 
D. A. HARNER, Prop. 
We carry a full line of 
Staple and Fancy Groceries 
Special Attention Given to 
Club Orders 
Splendid Assortment of Lamps, Japanese\Vare 
and Decorated China. Qual ity Guaranteed and 
Prices Tempting. 
Johnson, Snider & Berry 
Sheet Music and 
Music Books 
1904. Mrs. C. B. Clark. Pianos, Or-
gans, Sewing Machines. Fine line of 
Millinery. First-Class Piano Tuner. 
122 Main Street, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
The McKinley Edition of 10 Cent Mu-
sic a Specialty. 
Dr. NIMS Dr. SAGE 
Office over Cedar Falls OCULIST AND AURIS T National Bank 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 125 E. 4th Street Waterloo, Iowa 
HANSEN & VANDERVEER Drs. Mead & Hieber 
Physicians and Surgeons Over Cotton's Store, 7 to 8 a.m. and 
Office over Boston Store 6 to 7 p.m. Downtown Office.a to 12 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA a . m., 2 to 5 and 7 to 8 p. m. CEDAR FALLS, IA . 
DANIEL MERNER Hearst & McAlvin 
DENTIST Physicians and Surgeons 
Over Momin & Carney ' s .. . Corner Office over L. 0. Robinson ' s 
4th and Main Store 
- - -- --
OXFORD CAFE STUDENTS 
Best Place in the Citv TRY COOK'S BAKERY AND Ladies Especially Invited 
HARRY ONAN, Prop . RESTAURANT 
--
Townsend & Merrill Co. BURRS' HOTEL 
Dealers in all kinds of Lumber, Best House in the City 
Coal and Wood , Brick, Tile $2 per Day. Bus Meets 
and Plaster, Cement, Etc. All Trains 
Cor. Sixth and Main Sts. CEDAR FALLS, IA. 
--- -- -
H. W. LARSON C. W . CHAPMAN 
Dealer in Fresh and Salt LUMBER CO. 
Meats , Fish and Oysters 
410 Main Street Cedar Falls , Ia. Dealers in Lumber a nd Coal 
--
Normal Barber Shop Cedar Falls Lumber Co. 
First-Class Shave, Hair Sham-
poo, Razor Honing a Soecialty DEALERS IN 
Students always welcome LUMBER AND COAL 
AMOS BOYSEN, Prop . 
When you think of Groceries 
Think of Gibson & Graham 
THE POPULAR PLACE 
TO DO YOUR TRADING 
RELIABLE GOODS ONLY 
BLACK'S 
105-109 E. 4th St. Waterloo, Iowa 
\Ve want you to visit one of Iowa's Greatest 
Dry Goods Stores. Our C loak, Suit and Fur 
Departments are especially worthy of a visit. 
\Ve carry the larges t• stock a nd name the 
lowest prices . 
BLACK'S 
Dr. GEO. E. HEARST C. J. MENTZER 
Physician and Surgeon DENTIST 
Office, 2104 Nor. Street In the Odd Fellow's Building Cedar Falls, Iowa 
T. C. Stephenson, D. o. J. JENSEN 
Osteopathic Physician DENTIST Office m Sartori Block 
Bet. 2nd and 3rd Sts. CEDAR FALLS , IA. CEDAR FALLS, IA . 
C. B. MILLER K. M . Fullerton, D. D. S. 
DENTIST DENTIST 
Office over the Boston Store Over L. 0. Robinson's Store 
Cedar Falls, Iowa Cedar Falls, Iowa 
-
WM. OTT J. H. PAULGER 
Caterer and Ice Cream Manufacturer Bakery and Restaurant . . . Ice Cream 
Ice Cream delivered to any part of and Oysters delivered to any part of 
the citv . . . Basement of Post Office the city . .. Opposite Post Office 
Have your Normal Eytes and Arlington Hotel 
Music Books Bound at the 
Everything First-Class . . . Special 
Cedar Falls Bindery Invitation to Students MRS. H. W. BERKHIEMER, Mgr. 
-
THE CAFE ROYAL 
Lunch, Candies and Cigars 
Private Booths for Ladies Finest Barber Shop 
TILL & MADISON in Town 
- First Door South of Citizens ' Bank 
C. M. JENNINGS ShOwer and Tub Baths in Connection 
Bon Ton Market 
P. J . PETERSON 
Special Rates given to Normal Clubs 
THE LITTLE BEAUTY 
Something new in Photos. 
if inclined to daintiness. 
They will suit you 
THEY ARE IT. 
MADE ON L Y B Y 
VEATCH .. .. 312 MAIN ST.... Second Floor 
LIKEW ISE T H E BEST IN ALL 
OTH E R STYLES 
Still College of Osteopathy 
DES MOINES 
I 7 Professors- 400 Students 
Two and three year courses. 
The greates• institution for the O steopathic Physician in 
ex istence. 
Every s tudy usual to Medical Courses excepting Materia 
M edica for which we subst itute Principles and Practise of 
Osteopathy. 
Hospital for acute, b ed-ridden, obstetric and surgical cases . 
Our graduates enjoy a large usefulness and prosperity. 
For Illustrated Catalogue , call on or address : 
Dr. S. S. STILL, Prea. 
Dr. H. W. FORBS, V . P. 
Dr. C. E. THOMPSON, Dean. 
A. B . SHAW, Sec'y 
